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ABSTRACT 
Here, we report characteristics of a novel Drosophila circadian arrhythmic 
mutant, which is induced by a P-element insertion in the regulatory region of the 
bowel (b_rother of Q.dd 9£ith !ntrails limited) gene (hereafter bowf). The mutant flies 
exhibited arrhythmic circadian locomotor activities and arrhythmic eclosion. At the 
molecular level, the abnormality of circadian rhythms was resulted from the low 
levels of both PDF (PIGMENT DISPERSING FACTOR) and TIM (TIMELESS) in 
the primary pacemaker cells, the small ventro-lateral neurons. Such defective pdf 
gene expression in bowf mutant was strikingly similar to that shown in dClock'rk 
and cycle0 mutants - extremely low levels of pdf transcript only in the small ventro­
lateral neurons. From these mutational effects on both clock gene and clock output 
gene expression, we propose that the bowel gene might be another central clock 
component in Drosophila. 
IV 
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 
Evolution has given organisms an effective system, the circadian clock, for 
anticipating periodic changes in light or other extrinsic stimuli that fluctuate as a function 
of the earth's rotation around its axis, thereby keeping the organism in tune with its 
environment (Scully and Kay, 2000; Rutter et al., 2002). This circadian system is 
manifested in the various kinds of circadian rhythms, and the basic clock regulatory 
mechanism of this system is conserved within a phylogenic tree (Dunlap, 1999). 
Circadian rhythms, which have an approximate 24-hr length of period but are 
slightly deviated from the exact 24-hr length of environmental cycles, are endogenous 
rhythms that are observable under constant environmental conditions such as constant 
lightness or darkness. Notable examples demonstrating circadian rhythms are the sleep­
wake cycle, food and water intake, locomotor activity, heartbeat, body temperature, 
hormonal secretion, and psychomotor performance functions (Rivkees and Hao, 2000). 
Several molecules have been demonstrated to control these endogenous rhythms; 
circadian cycling of abundance of some of these clock-controlling molecules manifests 
the physiological and behavioral rhythms. The molecular oscillations are essentially the 
result of a transcriptional/translational negative feedback loop wherein positive 
transcription factors activate the expression of their own inhibitors (Dunlap, 1999). 
Despite being oversimplified, researchers prefer to think of the circadian system 
consisting of three components: two pathways and one timekeeping apparatus. An input 
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pathway transmits environmental signals to the timekeeping apparatus; a timekeeping 
apparatus (or 'core clock'), which is able to operate endogenous rhythms in the absence 
of environmental cues, is synchronized with the external cycles; and output pathways 
under the control of 'core clock' regulate its various overt physiological and behavioral 
rhythms (Hardin, 2000; Moore, 1997). All of the biochemical, physiological, and 
behavioral rhythms, therefore, can be coordinated parallel to the environmental cycles via 
the 'central clock'. 
Drosophila Circadian System and Its Basic Molecular Mechanism 
In the Drosophila circadian system, researchers have found several 'core clock' 
genes as well as controlling factors of input and output pathways. The basis of the clock 
mechanism is the formation of a feedback loop among four main core clock genes, 
timeless (tim), period (per), dClock (dClk), and cycle (eye). The dCLK and CYC proteins, 
acting as a heterodimer complex, activate per and tim transcription by binding to the 
promoter region of these genes, while PER and TIM, also acting as a heterodimer 
complex, repress their own transcription by interfering with the activity of dCLK/CYC 
(Young and Kay, 2001). Recently, it has been found that VRILLE (VRI) and PAR 
DOMAIN PROTEIN le (PDPle) proteins directly regulate dClk transcription to form 
another feedback loop; the dCLK/CYC protein complex activates vrille (vri) and Pdplc 
transcription. The produced VRI protein first represses dClk transcription. Then, PDPk 
activates dClk. (Cyran et al, 2003). Repression and activation of dClk are separated by 
the different phases of accumulation of VRI and PDPle proteins, thereby mediating the 
transcriptional oscillation of dClk. This second feedback loop is interlocked with the first 
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feedback loop mentioned above via the dClock gene. Degradation of TIM-free-PER 
followed by light-induced TIM degradation results in reactivation of the dCLK/CYC 
protein complex, which eventually allows a new transcriptional cycle of clock genes in 
the feedback loops (Young and Kay, 2001). These molecular feedback-loops produce 
oscillations of RNA and protein levels of certain clock genes in a circadian fashion, and 
the period length of clock gene oscillations determines the periods of behavioral and 
physiological rhythms. 
In addition to the transcriptional feedback regulation loop, the basic molecular 
clock mechanism is further refined by the phosphorylation of clock proteins, their 
interaction and subcellular localization. These factors contribute to building time delays 
into the 24 hour clockwork; the fly homo log of Casein kinase 1 e, Double-time (DBT), 
phosphorylates and affects the stability of PER, delaying the nuclear localization of the 
PER/fIM complex (Price et al., 1998; Kloss et al., 1998), while Drosophila glycogen 
synthase kinase-3 (also called the SHAGGY (SGG) protein) promotes phosphorylation of 
TIM and nuclear translocation of the PER/fIM complex (Martinek et al., 2001). These 
rhythmic cycles of clock gene expression and sub-cellular localization occur in a set of 
pacemaker neurons called ventro-lateral neurons (LNvs) (Shafer et al., 2002) (Fig 1). 
Input and Output Pathway Mechanisms in the Circadian System 
On the light entrainment pathway, Drosophila uses at least three light input 
pathways: ( 1) the photopigment, CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), acting in the pacemaker 
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Figure 1. Molecular Clockworks 
Depiction of the interlocked feedback loops of the central pacemaker and the 
clock's response to light. Arrows indicate positive regulation and lines ending 
in bars denote negative regulation. Gene symbols are as described in the text. 
The solid and dotted arrows from dCLK/CYC heterodimer complex to each 
gene imply the direct and indirect regulation of genes by dCLK/CYC ( or 
dCLK), respectively. Ph indicates the phosphorylation of proteins. (Scully and 
Kay, 2000; Young and Kay, 2001; Cyran et al., 2003). 
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located underneath the compound eye and projects to the pacemaker center in the brain 
(Hofbauer-Buchner, 1989). Light input through CRY mainly entrains the evening peak, 
whereas retinal and extraretinal eye structures predominantly synchronize the morning 
peak of behavioral activity (Helfrich-Forster et al., 2001). However, it is suggested that 
each light-input pathway alone is capable of entraining the locomotor activity rhythms in 
a rather normal manner when the others are impaired. Thus, any of these signals is 
sufficient to entrain behavioral rhythms. (Emery et al., 1998, 2000; Stanewsky et al., 
1998; Helfrich-Forster et al., 2001). 
It has been proposed that the TIM protein also functions as an important sensor 
for light-induced phase shifts and entrainment (Young, 1998). It has been reported that 
the interaction between TIM and CRY signals TIM degradation, and the degradation of 
TIM goes through the proteasome-mediated pathway. Thus, it is suggested that TIM is 
phosphorylated, ubiquitinated, and then targeted to the proteasome for degradation in 
response to light via its interaction with CRY (Stanewsky et al, 1998; Naidoo et al., 1999; 
Scully and Kay, 2000; Fig 1). 
While researchers have made the valuable discovery that the transcriptional 
negative feedback loop is the principle clock mechanism of the circadian system, the 
mechanisms linking the central pacemaker to the control of behavior, metabolism and 
development are still poorly understood. However, the pigment dispersing factor (pd/) 
gene is the first output pathway gene discovered which is likely to convert the molecular 
cycles in the pacemaker into rhythmic behavioral output with respect to the locomotor 
activity rhythms (Park et al., 2000; Renn et al., 1999). The ablation of pdf-expressing 
cells and pdf null mutants disrupt the circadian rhythms (Renn et al., 1999). It is reported 
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that the amidated PDF neuropeptide is expressed in the LNs and is required for normal 
circadian locomotor activities: the rescue of PHM (R.eptidylglycine alpha-nydroxylating 
monooxygenase) enzyme activity in the pdf-expressing cells under the condition of 
PHM° exhibited improved locomotor activity rhythms (Taghert et al., 2001). 
Although the RN A and protein levels of the pdf gene do not cycle, a key feature 
of the PDF protein is its 'clock' - controlled rhythmic accumulation in the nerve terminals 
of the pacemaker neurons; the accumulation of PDF in the axonal terminals of the small 
ventro-lateral neurons (s-LNvs) is highest in the early part of the day and lowest at night. 
It has been postulated that the rhythmic release of PDF from the terminal neurites of 
dorsally projected axons of s-LNvs is essential for rhythmic locomotor activity behavior 
in flies (Park et al, 2000). 
The pdf gene is positively regulated by the dClk and eye genes at the 
transcriptional level, while its post-translational regulation is controlled by the per and 
tim genes. The mutations of dClk and eye reduce PDF expression in the s-LNvs. (Park et 
al, 2000). It has also been found that the disruption of vri oscillations also results in 
reduced PDF expression (Blau and Young, 1999). Although PDF levels in the per and 
tim null mutant backgrounds are not affected, the cyclic accumulation of PDF in the 
axonal terminals is disrupted in these mutants. This suggests that the PDF neuropeptide is 
rhythmically released from the axonal terminal, and the PER and TIM proteins may act to 
stimulate PDF release (Park, 2002; Williams and Sehgal, 2001). 
Although the ultimate output signal pathway acting on locomotor centers in the 
thorax is still a mystery, the RAS - Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signal 
pathway has been proposed to be the putative downstream output pathway to which PDF 
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sends signals (Williams et al. ,  2001). The authors found that neurons located in the 
vicinity of the dorsal axonal terminals exhibited oscillation of phosphor-MAPK 
immunoreativity and that the level of MAPK was down-regulated inper°; tim0 and pd/1 
mutant backgrounds. These findings indicate that clock genes and pdf up-regulate the 
MAPK pathway. It is speculated that rhythmic release of PDF from the ventro-lateral 
pacemaker neurons and rhythmic binding of PDF to its receptor, which can also be 
expressed rhythmically, in the post-synaptic neurons (where the OTP-protein coupled 
receptors are embedded in the membrane) activate the adjacent downstream output 
neurons and transmit the circadian output signals further out through the Ras/MAPK 
signaling pathway (Williams et al., 2001). 
In summary, the molecular basis of Drosophila circadian rhythms appears to 
involve ( 1 ) multiple feedback loops exhibiting complicated multi-directionality in the 
circadian clock; (2) proteins that transmit environmental information to the clock; (3) 
timing signals from the clock outward to cellular functions. Moreover, the orchestrated 
temporal program of clock protein phosphorylation clearly contributes to the 24-hr time 
kinetic of the clockwork and helps to complete the mechanism (Reppert and Weaver, 
2002). 
The Resemblance Between Human Circadian Dysrhythmias and Drosophila 
Arrhythmic Locomotor Activity, and Their Underlying Ethiologies 
The importance of the circadian system in humans is underscored by medical 
findings that the disruption of circadian timing during jet lag and rotational shift work 
acutely impair work performance and cause chronic health problems (Siegel et al., 1969; 
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Costa, 1996; Cho, 2001; Rajaratnam and Arendt, 2001). Approximately ten to fifteen 
percent of adults suffer from insomnia in the United States, and at least six circadian 
sleep disorders have been studied - time zone change Get lag) syndrome, shift work sleep 
disorder, irregular sleep/wake pattern, delayed sleep phase syndrome, advanced sleep 
phase syndrome, and non-24-hr sleep wake disorder (Myers, 2001; Wagner, D.R., 1999). 
Some patients suffering from psychopathological disorders (for example, major 
depression and seasonal affective disorder) have also been affected by clock-related sleep 
disorders, implying a close relationship between circadian rhythms and mental health 
(Bunney and Bunney, 2000). 
Of great interest, several human sleep disorders bear a striking resemblance to the 
phenotypes of experimental animals (e.g. mouse, hamster, fruit fly, etc.) carrying 
mutations in their clock genes (Wager-Smith and Kay, 2000). The present study points to 
the similarity between human dysrhythmias and fruit fly arrhythmic locomotor activity 
behavior. It may seem an interpolation to compare the clinical phenotypes demonstrated 
in patients (higher vertebrate) suffering from sleep disorders to the ar- and dys-rhythmias 
exhibited in clock mutant flies (invertebrate), and to speculate about the underlying 
mechanism of human circadian sleep disorders based on the research findings in 
Drosophila. However, a striking similarity in circadian abnormality between these two 
species has been found not only based on phenotypes but also on genes. 
The flies of mutant genotypes, periotfhort (pel), perio�ng (pel) and period null 
(per0), exhibit the phenotype of advanced locomotor activity, delayed activity and the 
lack of activity anticipation of dawn and dusk in the light/dark cycles, respectively 
(Konopka, and Benzer, 1971; Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1992; Wheeler et al., 1993; Wager-
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Smith and Kay, 2000). Similar symptoms can be found in humans with the advanced 
sleep phase syndrome (ASPS), the delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS), and non-24-h 
sleep-wake syndrome (N-24), respectively. 
In pel flies, the phenotypes are 5 hour early wakening with 19-hr period of 
circadian rhythms (Konopka and Benzer, 1971 ). These phenotypes are very similar to 
symptoms shown in people affected with the familiar advanced sleep phase syndrome 
(FASPS), who are wide awake at 4.00 in the morning and go to sleep about an hour after 
sunset (Young and Kay, 2001). Remarkably, FASPS results from a missense mutation in 
the human period2 gene, causing substitution of a serine to glycine at position 662 
(S662G); consequently this mutation prevents it from phosphorylation by the casein 
kinase le (CKie) (Toh et al., 2001). Such underphosphorylated mutant hPER2 proteins 
may accumulate more efficiently than the wild-type ones, hence reach the threshold 
concentration required for its inhibitory activity more rapidly (Brown and Schibler, 2001 ). 
These results demonstrate that FASPS is well associated with defective clock protein 
cycling. 
In the Drosophila circadian system, there is also a kinase that phosphorylates the 
PER protein called DOUBLE-TIME (the fly orthologue of human CKie). It has been 
reported that a short period mutant, dbr, accumulated Drosophila PER 2-h earlier than 
the wild-type did, and the strong hypomorphic allele, dbr, hypophosphorylated PER, 
which led to the constitutive accumulation of PER (Price et al., 1998). Thus, the 
speculation of fast accumulation of PER because of the inability of CKie to 
phosphorylate PER in a timely manner was from the study of these double-time mutant 
flies. 
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Mutations in the dClock and cycle genes of flies also cause irregular patterns of 
rest : activity rhythms, very much like humans' early bird/night owl 'chronotype' ,  which 
has been found to be associated with a polymorphism in the human gene Clock (Wager­
Smith and Kay, 2000). 
Molecular mechanisms by which hPer3 mutation causes delayed sleep phase 
syndrome (DSPS) is still under investigation, DSPS has been found to be associated with 
human period3 polymorphism (Val647Gly in exon 15), (Ebisawa et al., 2001). 
As mentioned above, we can see a striking resemblance in circadian arrhythmia 
between humans and flies with respect to phenotypes, genes involved, and the underlying 
altered molecular mechanism in some cases. This implies that molecular clocks are 
highly conserved between humans and flies. Therefore, flies are clearly an excellent 
genetic model system that can provide insights into human clocks, and circadian sleep 
disorders. 
Rationale for This Study 
The Drosophila CLOCK ( dCLK) and CYCLE (CYC) proteins are members of the 
basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) PAS (PER-ARNT-SIM) superfamily of transcription 
factors that are required for high-level expression of the circadian clock genes period 
(per) and timeless (tim) (Allada et al., 1998; Rutila et al., 1998; Lee et al., 1999). The 
transcriptional activation of period and timeless genes is via the direct binding of the 
dCLK/CYC heterodimeric protein complex to the E-box element (6-bp, CACGTG 
sequence) in the regulatory region of the target genes (Allada et al., 1998; Rutila et al., 
1998). The dCLK/CYC-mediated gene activation is inhibited by the binding of PER 
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and/or TIM (Lee et al., 1999). It has been suggested that dCLK/CYC activity is inhibited, 
at least partly, by the abrogation of its DNA binding activity through a conformational 
change of this protein complex after binding of the - PER/fIM complex onto dCLK/CYC 
(Lee et al., 1999). dCLK/CYC is the only activator found so far that regulates tim, per 
and vri as well as clock-controlled genes located in output pathways. For per and tim 
transcription, the majority of dCLK stably interacts with CYC throughout the daily cycle, 
suggesting that the primary relevant partner of dCLK in the brain is CYC. 
However, the direct binding of the dCLK/CYC protein complex to the target 
DNA sequence (E-box _ element) is not the universal characteristic of clock-controlled 
gene expression. For instance, despite the presence of an E-box element in the pdf 
regulatory region, pdf transcription appears to be only indirectly regulated by the proteins 
dCLK and CYC. There are two pieces of evidence in favor of an indirect regulation of 
pdf by dCLK and CYC: first, pdf-promotor driven reporter gene expression in fly brains 
is normal despite the deletion of the E-box in the pdf promotor region; second, normal pdf 
transcription is constitutive rather than rhythmic (Park et al., 2000; Park and Hall, 1998). 
Here, we report characteristics of a novel Drosophila circadian arrhythmic mutant. 
Our _investigation _showed that the mutation was caused by the insertion of a P- element in 
the bowel (Qrother of Qdd with �ntrails limited) regulatory region. Behaviorally, these 
mutant flies exhibited severely defective locomotor activity and eclosion rhythms. On 
the molecular level, the abnormality of circadian rhythms was coincident with low 
protein levels of both PDF and TIM in the primary pacemaker cells, the small ventro­
lateral neurons. Down-regulation of pdf transcription in the bowezP (bowzP) mutant was 
strikingly similar to that shown in dClocl!rk and cycle0 mutants (i.e. ,  extremely low levels 
11 
of pdf transcript only in small ventro-lateral neurons). Based on the results of low PDF 
and TIM expression in bowzP, we propose that - the bowel gene might play an important 




MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The bowezP strain (bowzP, also called B+ line in this paper) contains the pdf promotor­
gal4 fusion transgene in the second chromosome. The origin of this molecular construct 
and the generation of this transgenic strain were described previously (Park et al. , 2000). 
Details concerning this line in terms of the circadian rhythm phenotype and the molecular 
· characterization are described throughout the results section. VAS-lacZ reporter strains 
(third chromosome) were employed to detect cell-specific gal4 activity using 
immunohistochemistry with anti-/J-galactosidase or 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl /3-
galactosidase (X-gal) histochemistry. For this, VAS-lacZ reporter strain was crossed to 
bowzP, and the progenies carrying one copy or two copies of VAS-lacZ in the 
homozygous bowzP background were used for immuno- and X-gal histochemistry. The 
dClock'rk (dClk'rk) and cycle0 (cyc0) mutant alleles were genetically combined with pdf­
gal4 or VAS-lacZ, and their progeny were subjected to X-gal histochemistry. For the 
rescue experiment, VAS-pd/ and VAS-tim strains were combined with bowzP allele. 
Previously, Dr. Jae Park generated 32 excision strains by remobilizing the pdf-gal4 
transposon in bowzP. As a result, 25 homozygous viable, 3 male sterile and 4 
homozygous lethal ex,.cision lines were produced, and the male-sterile and homozygous 
lethal strains were maintained over the CyO balancer chromosome. 
Additional strains, bowzK08617/CyO (y [ 1 ]  w[67c23] ;  P {w[+mC]=lacW } 
bowl[k086 17]/CyO), . Df(2L)edl/Cy0 (Df(2L)edl/Cy0; P { ry[ +t7 .2]=ftz/lacC } 1 :  
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24A2;24D4) (for information about these lines, see Spradling et al., 1999) were obtained 
from the Bloomington Drosophila stock center. The bowz1 /CyO and bowz2 /CyO (Wang 
and Coulter, 1996) strains, and UAS-tim (in the third chromosome) line were kindly · 
provided by Lengyel and Michael Young, respectively. 
Histology 
Immunohistochemistry. Anti-fly-PDF, as described previously (Park et al., 2000), was 
used in this immunoreactivity assay. The central nervous systems (CNSs) were dissected 
in PBS and subjected to staining procedures described previously (Helfrich-Forster, 
1997), except for varying incubation times: overnight in the primary antibody ( dilution 
1:600 for anti-fly-PDF); and 2-2.5hrs incubation in the peroxidase-conjugated secondary 
antibody ( dilution 1 :200) or FITC-conjugated secondary antibody ( dilution 1 :200). For 
the TIM immunohistochemistry, anti-fly-TIM (Kaneko et al., 1997) was used according 
to the procedures described in Price et al.( 1998) with modifications: 1 hour preincubation. 
in 4% Normal Donkey Serum followed by the overnight incubation of 1: 2000 diluted 
primary antibody, and 2~ 2.5 hrs incubation in the peroxidase- (1 :200 dilution) or FICT­
conjugated (1: 100 dilution) secondary antibody. Peroxidase-mediated signals were 
obtained blindly with respect to genotypes and led to the cell counts. FITC-mediated 
signals were counted under confocal and OLYMPUS BX60 microscopes equipped with a 
fluorescent light source. A digital camera mounted on the OLYMPUS BX60 microscope 
was used to capture images. 
X-gal histochemistry. The procedure described previously (Kaneko et al., 1997) was 
performed for the larval and adult CNS X-gal staining. For embryos, the eggs laid 
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during a 24-hr period were collected, and dechorionated in the 50% bleach in PBST 
followed by the washing step (5min X 3) in a solution containing 0.7 % NaCl and 0.02% 
Triton X-100. The embryos were fixed for 20min in the fixative solution ( 1  to 3 ratio of 
2.5 % glutaraldehyde to n-heptane ), and washed with n-heptane three times followed by 
several washing steps in PBST ( 1  % of Triton X-100 in PBS). The same staining solution 
used previously for larval and adult CNS was applied to the embryos and incubated 
overnight for color development. 
PCR Screening Assay for Excision Lines 
PCR screening was designed to check the degree of excision from the original PGal4 
transposon insertion site in the excision lines. Genomic DNA was isolated from 4-5 
female flies of homozygous fertile excision lines using DNAzol (Genome DNA Isolation 
Reagent, GIBcoBRL). In the case of male-sterile lines, 4-5 male flies with CyO+ were 
used since only males exhibited reproductive abnormality. Four primers corresponding to 
the genomic DNA sequences flanking the pdf-ga/4 transposon were used (5 '­
CATITAGCAGCGTGCGACTG, named bwl4F; 5 '-TCCACAGTGCACTAAGCTGG, 
bwl3F; 5 '-CCTCGACITCGGTCACGTCG, bwl2R; 5 '-GCTCTCTATGTGCCGTCGAC, 
bwlSR; see Table 1 ). PCR products of some of excision lines were further sequenced. 
We also used primers corresponding to the pdf-ga/4 transposon to map the unexcised part 
of the transposon in imprecise P - element excision strains ( 5 '-CGCATGCITGITCG 
ATAGAAG, g; the primer corresponding to the ga/4 fragment of the P- element; 
5 '-GGGCTGAAGGACCGCCGCTG, ] ·  ' 5 '-TCTCGCCAAITACGTCCGC, 
5 '-CGCGCACCCTGCGCITAA, 3; 5 '-ATGTGCGITGTGTGACTGG, 4; 
1 5  
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5 '-CCAAGACGCTCCTGGAAATG, 5· 
' 5 '-GCGAAATTCCAGCTTGTTCC, 2 '· ' 
5 '-TCCATCGCAAGCGGTTCAG, 3 "; 5 '-CCGCGATTTCTGCTGTCAG, 6 '; primers 
(e.g. 1-6 ') corresponding to the fragment of pdf promotor (2.4kb); 5 '-CACCCA 
AGGCTCTGCTCCCACAAT, F; corresponding to the fragment of 5 '  of the inverse 
terminal repeat; 5 '-GTAACGCTAATCACTCCGAACAGG, R· ' The sequence 
information of the pPTGAL transposon is from p {  CaSpeR-3 } ;  Table 1 ) . 
RNA Assessments 
In the temporally controlled experiment setting, flies from each genotype were entrained 
for three to four days to 12h: 12h light : dark cycles, and then collected in dry ice at 
certain time points (ZT3, 10, 15 and 22; Zeitgeber time, ZT) for a RT-PCR and Northern 
blot analysis. For RT-PCR, the primers corresponding to the bowl coding region were 
used (5 '-CGGCCCTATTCCTGTGATATC, bwlRTl ; 5 '-CGCCACTAGTGCCA 
CTTCTGC, bwlRT2; Table 1) .  The isolation of total RNA and Northern blotting were 
performed described previously (Park et al. , 1998). 
Behavioral Analysis 
Adult males ( 1 -5 days old) were monitored for locomotor events at 25°C as described in 
Hamblen et al. ( 1986, 1998). We first entrained flies for 3-4days in 12hr: 12hr LD 
conditions and then the free-running rhythm was monitored in constant darkness (DD) 
for seven consecutive days. The number of activity events were recorded in half-hour 
bins, and the average number of activity events per bin per fly were calculated. 
x-square periodogram analyses (Sokolove and Bushell, 1978) were performed to detect 
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any periodicity of a given genotype; flies showing periods with a power and a width of 
greater than or equal to 10 and 2, respectively, were considered rhythmic. a=0.001 . 
Actogram and MESA analysis were also used for further analysis of behavioral tests. 
Eclosion rhythms were monitored at 20°C for ?days in a TriKinetics monitoring system 
as described previously (Konopka et al, 1994)� The results of eclosion rhythms were 
generated, using Microsoft Excel software. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
B+ is a Novel Arrhythmic Mutant, and Reduces the Level of pd/ (pigment dispersing 
factor) Transcript in the Small Ventro-Lateral Neurons. 
Several transgenic lines carrying the pdf promotor-gal4 fusion transposon 
(hereafter, pdf-gal4) made previously were screened for their circadian locomotor activity 
rhythms (Park et al., 2000; see MATERIAL and METIIOD). One of them (initially called 
B+) exhib_ited arrhythmic locomotor activity under the constant darkness (DD) (Table 2 
and Fig 2. A). It also exhibited arrhythmic eclosion in DD (Fig 2. B). The homozygous 
B+ transgenic line behaved normally during 12 hr light: 12  hr dark (LD) cycles, 
demonstrating a bimodal distribution of activity at dawn and dusk (Fig. 2A). Further 
analysis done by Park, however, demonstrated that there was the lack of anticipation in 
the morning peak while the anticipatory evening peak was displayed and sustained in LD 
cycles in the B+ strain (See pact in Fig 1 in Park, 2002). This overall pattern of 
arrhythmicity with respect to the locomotor activity exhibited by the homozygous B+ 
strain was very similar to that of the pdf mutant: pdf flies were well entrained under LD 
conditions, but lost rhythmicity in constant darkness (DD). pdf flies had no anticipation 
of light-on, while a normal anticipatory evening peak was sustained in the LD condition 
(Renn et al. , 1999). However, there was a difference between these two strains in that the 
pattern of arrhythmicity of B+ in DD was abruptly displayed from the first day of the DD 
cycles, while the rhythmicity in pdf was disrupted gradually. We ruled out the 
possibility that B+ is another pd/mutant allele since the P-element, a putative mutagen, · 
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Figure 2. The Homozygous B + Strain Exhibited Defective Circadian Locomotor and 
Eclosion Rhythms. 
(A) Activities per half-hour per fly are averaged for a given genotype. Average 
locomotor activity rhythms are plotted on the Y axis while Zeitgeber time (light-on at 
ZTO and light-off at ZT12) and Circadian time (CT, CTO is light-on phase and CT12 is 
light-off phase in DD condition) are plotted on the X axis. Flies were entrained to 12h 
light : 12h dark (LD) for 4 d and subsequently placed in constant darkness (DD) for 7 d. 
Data represent averages of 8, 6, and 24 flies for Canton-S (WT), y w and the homozygous 
B+ flies. The majority of B+ flies are arrhythmic in DD. Period length (tau) values of 
rhythmic B+ flies vary from 18 hr to 33.5 hr. n, number of flies tested. 
(B) Eclosion profiles of y w control and homozygous B+ in DD. The number of flies 
eclosing from their pupal cases is plotted as a function of time. The total number of 
control flies eclosed in DD is 1629; total number of B+, 1393. 
Day, night, and subjective day and night are indicated by white, black, gray and 
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Table 2. Locomotor Activity Rhythms of B+ Mutant 
Compared to Control 
DD 
Genotype n• n Rhythmic (% )h 't (mean ± SD)c 
Wild type 8 8 (100) 24 ± 0.5 
y w 21  16  (87) 24 ± 0.4 
y w ; B+I+ 15 11 (60) 23.8 ± 0.1 
y w ;  B+IB+ 53 19 (36) 26.2 ± 1 .0 
a Number of flies tested 
b Percentage rhythmic by x -square periodogram analyses : p � 1 0  and w � 2 
c Free-running period {t} :means (± SD) resulting from x -square periodogram analyses 
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in the B+ line is located on the second chromosome, whereas the pdf gene is located 
within the third chromosome region 97B (Park and Hall, 1998). 
Because the overall arrhythmic locomotor activity of B+ and pdf 1 was similar to 
each other, despite the subtle difference, we wondered whether PDF expression is normal 
in the central nervous system (CNS) of B+ mutant. Thus, we performed 
immunohistochemistry with anti-PDF in homozygous B+ flies to examine PDF­
immunoreactivity in any of pdf-expressing cells (LNv neurons). As previously reported 
(Park et al., 2000), in wild-type (Canton-S) and y w larval controls, pdf was expressed in 
the four ventro-lateral neuronal (LNs) somata whose axons projected into the dorsal area 
in the brain hemisphere of CNS. PDF is also expressed in abdominal ganglion cells of 
the larval CNS. In the adult brain hemisphere, four large and small ventro-lateral neurons 
(l-LNvs and s-LNvs) were immunostained with anti-PDF. The 1-LNvs neurons project 
· their axons into the medulla and across the brain midline to make a posterior optic track 
(POT), while the axons of s-LNvs projected dorso-posteriorly into the superior 
protocerebrum near the mushroom body calyxes, creating, so-called, 'dorsal projections' 
(Fig 3. A-C). As expected, the pdf mutant CNS had no detectable PDF 
immunoreactivity (Renn at el., 1999; Fig 3. D-F). 
The PDF expression pattern in the B+ mutant strain was, however, very different 
from those of wild-type and y w control strains (Table 3 and Fig3. G-1). In the adult 
brains, there were generally two to three 1-LNvs cell bodies immunostained with anti-PDF 
while the POT and tangential projections in the medulla were only weakly stained. 
However, almost no PDF - immunoreactivity was detected in either the s-LNvs somata or 
their dorsal projections. In the larval CNS, immunostained LNs were nearly undetectable; 
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Figure 3. PDF Immunoreactivity is Severely Reduced in Small Ventro-Lateral 
Neurons of B+ Mutant. 
Larval and adult brains of y w and homozygous mutants (pdf and B+) were subjected to 
whole-mount PDF immunohistochemistry (Helfrich-Forster, 1997). Images exemplify 
pdf expression from more than 5 flies of each genotype tested. 
(A-C) Positive control (y w). Normally, four of large (1-LNvs, indicated by black 
arrowhead) and small ventro-lateral neuronal cell bodies (s-LNvs, white arrowhead) are 
PDF immunoreactive. Dorsal projections of s-LNvs (white arrow) and posterior optic 
track (POT) of 1-LNvs also show strong levels of PDF. In y w larval CNS, PDF is 
detected in the somata (white arrowhead) and axons (white arrow) of four larval ventro­
LNs (LNs), and in cells of abdominal ganglion (black arrow). 
(D-F) pdf null mutant, pdf. The negative control shows no detectable PDF signals in 
either larval or adult CNS. 
(G-I) Homozygous B+ mutant. PDF levels are strongly reduced in both s-LNvs and LNs 
somata with their axonal projections undetectable. Strong level of PDF is still detected in 
1-LNvs, observing the cell bodies and POT of 1-LNvs. 
Average numbers of neuronal cell bodies for each genotype were tabulated in Table 3 .  
Scale bar = 1 00µm in H and I. 
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Table 3. Mean Numbers of PDF Immunoreactive Neurons 
Larva Adult 
Genotype LN(n) s - LN (n) / - LN (n) 
y w 4 ± 0 (31) 4 ± 0 (48) 4 ± 0  (48) 
y w ; B+I+ 4 ± 0 (10) 3.0 ± 0.5 (7) 3.5 ± 0.5 (7) 
y w ; B+IB+ 1.3 ± 0.2 (16) 0.2 ± 0.1(23) 2. 7 ± 0.2 (23) 
y w ;  ; pd/11 0 (14) 0 (15) 0 (15) 
Numbers are mean ± SEM 
n, numbers of brain hemispheres 
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we observed extremely low levels of PDF in LNs somata and no axonal projections 
stemming from LN s cell bodies. The PDF expression in the abdominal ganglion neurons 
in the larval CNS was also severely reduced. However, the abdominal cells in the adult 
ventral nervous system (VNS) still immunostained with anti-PDF even though the 
staining intensity in their axonal projections was lower than wild-type (Data are not 
shown describing the PDF expression in abdominal ganglion cells in the adult VNS). 
The low PDF level in B+ flies could be due either to reduced protein stability or 
to reduced protein synthesis. According to in situ hybridization results performed by Dr. 
Lee, it was found that pdf mRNA levels were significantly reduced consistent with the 
immunohistochemistry results: Only a few l-LNvs expressed pdf mRNA with weak 
intensity in the adult brains and extremely low levels of pdf mRNA were observed in the 
larval LN s (Data not shown). This in-situ result indicates that pdf expression was 
disrupted at the transcriptional level in this mutant. Based on these observations, we 
concluded that mutation in the B+ mutant is not another pdf mutant allele but a putative 
novel circadian rhythm mutant. We also concluded that this arrhythmic locomotor 
activity behavior resulted, at least in part, from the reduced pdf expression in s-LNvs as 
PDF has been demonstrated to be the principle circadian transmitter for adult locomotor 
behavior (Renn et al. 1999; Park, 2002) and the s-LNvs have been postulated to be the 
key circadian rhythm pacemaker neurons in Drosophila (Helfrich-Forster, 1997, 1998). 
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The B+ Mutation Results from a P-Element Insertion in the Upstream Region of 
bowel Transcription Initiation Site. 
Since the behavioral and histochemical defects in B+ are likely due to a mutation 
induced by the pdf-gal4 transposon insertion, it is extremely important to know the 
genomic DNA sequence flanking the pdf-gal4 transgene in the B+ strain. Inverse 
polymerase chain reaction done by Dr. Park revealed that the pdf-gal4 ( ~ 10kb) 
transposon was inserted in the 11-base pair upstream of the bowel (bowl) gene 
transcription initiation site. The direction of the P-element was such that the 3 prime P­
element is proximal to the bowl transcription initiation site (Fig 4. A and C). 
Based on these molecular data, several precise excision strains were identified by 
PCR as described in MATERIAL AND METHOD. These strains restored normal rhythmic 
locomotor activity behavior and wild type PDF immunoreactivity, indicating that the B+ 
mutation was caused by the P-element insertion near the bowl gene transcription unit (Fig 
5; Fig 6. 1-K). Since the insertion of PGal4 in the regulatory region of bowl potentially 
led to the genetic disruption of the bowl gene, we referred to the B+ line as 'a bowzP 
mutant' (a transgenic strain where P- element is inserted in the bowel (bowl) region). 
The bowel (g_rother of Qdd with g_ntrails limited) gene encodes an RNA 
polymerase II transcription factor that is essential for terminal embryogenesis. It is a 
paralogous gene with odd-skipped (odd) and sister of odd (sob): all of them encode a 
C2H2 zinc finger protein with great structural homology and have close chromosomal 
linkage (Hart et al, 1996). Wang and Coulter ( 1996) reported a single bowl transcript of 
3.4kb, and the coding region of 2232bp encodes a 744 residue protein. However, there 
have been four bowl mRNAs reported in the flybase -- CG10021-RB, CG10021-RC, 
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Figure 4. Physical Map of the pdf-gal4 Transposon in B+. 
(A) The P-element in B+ mutant is inserted in the 11 base-pair upstream of the bowl 
transcription start site with the 3' to 5 '  orientation of insertion. The black box indicates 
the open reading frame (ORF) of the bowel (bowl) gene, and the white boxes indicate 
untranslated regions (UTR) (Wang and Coulter, 1996). 
(B) The result of PCR screening in the precise excision lines, bowzPx-7, and bowzPx-s_ 
Arrow points out the same size of PCR fragment ( 440bp) from the precise excision 
· strains as that of y w carrying no P- element. 
(C) The rescue of genomic DNA after the precise excision of PGal4 in bowzPx-7 and 
bowzPx-s_ The 8 base-pairs (GTICGTGG) in the box is repeated in front of the PGal4 
· transposon after the P- element insertion, but it is not repeated after the precise excision. 
The A in the red box indicates the transcription initiation site (Wang and Coulter, 1996). 
Triangle with an arrow represents the orientation of PGal4. 
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A. 
P element transgene (~lOkb) 
i 1t1l 4 lmUJ white � 
B. C. 
y w bow/Px-7 bow/Px-B 
440b 
- Protein-coding Region (744aa) 
D uTR 
cc AGTGCACTAAGCTGGTTTTAGTGCCA - 1 34 
CT TCGCTACTCGTCGCTTGTCTCTTTCT - 1 04 
AC ATTTCTCAGCCCGCGATTCTCTCGAT - 74 
TC CTCTTTTTCCATTCGGGCCCTGTTTCT - 44 
TGOOTTCGTGQCTcfi;TCTTCGAGAGTTGA - 14 
TCGTGGCCAACGCACCTGCGCGCGGATCGC 17  
TGGTAATAGCTGTTGGAAAAGTGAACTGCA 47  
TTGTGAGTGCCTCTCGCTCTATATCTATCT 77  
GTATCTTTCGCCGCCGATGTATCTTATTGA 107  
GCGGGCCCAGAGCGCTAGTGTGTGTGTGTG 147 
TGTGAGTGAACTTGTTGCATCGCCAGTTGC 177  
CTCGAGAAAAGCGCTTTTCAACTGCAACTG 2 0 7  
ACTCTGTGTGTGGGAAGAGTTTGGGACTAC 2 37 
TTGAGGAGCGAATTG 2 67 
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Figure 5. Normal Locomotor Behavior Rhythms are Restored in Precise . Excision 
Lines 
Data represent averages of 10  flies of the precise excision strain, bowzPx-7_ (n, number of 
flies tested) Flies were entrained to 1 2  h light : 1 2  h dark (LD) for 4 days and 
subsequently proceeded to constant darkness (DD) for 7 days. Day, night, and subjective 
day and night are indicated by white, black, gray and subsequent black bars of gray bars, 
respectively. The bimodal (morning and evening) activity peaks in the �D cycles �d 






























Figure 6. PDF Immunoreactivity is Rescued after the Excision of P - Element. 
(A-C) Wild-type PDF expression in y w control. (D-F) Defective pdf expression in the 
homozygous bowzP mutant. 
(G-H) Low level of PDF in the homozygous bowzPx-13 mutant allele: similarly defective 
pattern of PDF immunoreactivity is shown in adult brains as bowzP . Most of LNs cell 
bodies still express PDF with no detectable axonal projections of LN s observed. 
(1-K) Wild-type PDF immunoreactivity in the homozygous precise excision line, bowzPx-7, 
indicating the reduced PDF level in bowzP is caused by the insertion of P-element. 
Black and white arrowheads indicate 1-LNvs, and s-LNvs and LNs cell bodies, 
respectively. Big black and white arrows indicate posterior optic track of 1-LNvs and 
dorsal projection of s-LNvs, respectively. Small white and black arrows indicate axonal 
projection of LNs and cell bodies in abdominal ganglion, respectively. Average numbers 
of detectable cell bodies for each genotype was tabulated in Table 6. Scale bar = 1 OOµm 
in I and K. 
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CG10021-RD and CG10021-RA; http://flybase.bio.indiana.edu/.bin/fbidq.html. It seems 
that all of them have approximately 3.4kb of bowl RNA and share the same coding region. 
The BOWL protein has five tandem C2H2 zinc-finger domains near the middle of 
the sequence, containing the typical consensus sequence (F/Y-X-C-X2_4-C-X3-F-X5-L-X2-
H-X3_5-H-X5; Berg 1990) defined for the zinc-finger protein family. Besides these zinc­
finger domains, the BOWL protein includes at least three potential transcriptional 
activation domains: two proline-rich regions near the N- and C-termini, and an acidic 
domain containing 40% glutamate or aspartate located immediately adjacent to the zinc 
fingers (Wang and Coulter, 1996). The bowl transcript is initially expressed from stage 5 
at both poles of the blastoderm embryo and in a single cephalic stripe. During 
embryogenesis, bowl is expressed in the primordial of all three parts of the digestive tract 
(foregut, midgut and hindgut). At the late stage (stage 14, characterized by the beginning 
of head involution), the bowl transcript persists only in the foregut. Since bowl 
transcription is substantially reduced in tailless (tll) mutant embryos, bowl is likely to be 
a downstream gene of tll (Wang and Coulter, 1996). Several bowl gene mutations were 
induced by EMS chemical mutagenesis, and homozygous bowl null mutants die at late 
embryo stages (Wang and Coulter, 1996). In those bowl null mutant embryos, there is a 
morphological defect in terminal derivatives including the hindgut and proventriculus 
(Wang and Coulter, 1996). It has been reported that there is a notable reduction in 
hindgut formation and the absence of a characteristic 'heart-shaped' proventriculus in the 
anterior region of the gut that is normally seen in the wild-type (stage 17). There are also 
cuticle defects associated with bowl mutations: anteriorly, some derivatives of gnathal 
segments are defective, and the lateral graten and the ventral arm are reduced. 
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Posteriorly, normally formed abdominal segment, anal pads, posterior spiracles tuft and 
Filzkorper are frequently displaced dorsally and anteriorly. Despite these studies on the 
effects of bowl gene mutation� on embryonic development, so far no studies have been 
reported regarding the function of this gene during post-embroynic development. Our 
present study strongly implies that the bowl gene may play a role in the regulation of the 
biological clock in adult flies. 
PGal4 Transposon Remobilization Produces Imprecise Excision Strains with 
Various Phenotypes. 
To determine whether the behavioral defects in the bowt strain are solely due to 
the transposon insertion in the bowl locus, previously generated excision strains (See 
MATERIALS AND METHODS) were subjected to PCR analysis to determine whether the P­
element was excised out precisely. 
For the PCR screening assay, we used two combinations of primers (bwl2R and 
bwl3F or bwl2R and bwl4F) corresponding to the bowl genomic DNA flanking the PGal4 
transposon inserted in the bowl regulatory region. The sizes of the resulting PCR 
fragments from the excision strains were compared to those from y w controls. 15 
homozygous fertile strains produced the same size PCR fragment as the control, 
suggesting the precise remobilization of P-element from the original insertion site in 
these strains (Fig 4. B). In two homozygous male-sterile strains, bowtx-5 and bowtx-12, 
the same size PCR product was also obtained as in the control (Table 4). 
The rescue of normal PDF immunoreactivity in a third - instar larva was observed 
in all of the fertile homozygous strains tested above (Table 4 and 6). The number and 
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intensity of immunostained larval LNs were comparable to those of control. PDF 
immunohistochemistry was also tested in the adult brains of some of these homozygous 
excision strains. Consistent with the results of larval immunohistochemistry, all of the 
strains tested restored normal PDF expression in the adult CNS. In a test of circadian 
locomotor activity rhythms, the phenotypes of locomotor activity behavior were 
correlated with that of PDF-immunoreactivity. The majority of the putative precise 
excision strains with normal PDF expression exhibited more than 65% rhythmic activity 
(Table 4 and 7). 
Using the same PCR analysis, 11 imprecise excision strains were found. Two 
homozygous fertile strains (bowzPx-JB and bowzPx-22) produced larger PCR fragments --
500bp in bowzPx-JB and 800bp in bowzPx-ii -- than control strain did (440bp). The 
remaining nine excision strains, including one male-sterile line, did not produce any PCR 
fragments (Table 5). 
Further PDF immunohistochemistry experiments showed normal PDF 
immunoreactivity in these fly strains except for bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-13strains. In the 
homozygous bowzPx-JB and bowzPx-22, normal PDF immunoreactivity was detected in .adult · 
brains even though the numbers of s-LNvs and 1-LNvs cell bodies stained were slightly 
less than in the y w control. In the case of bowzPx-HJ and bowzPx-13, pdf expression in the 
adult CNS was similarly defective as found in the parental bowzP: an extremely low level 
of PDF was found in the s-LNvs. In the third - instar larval brain, the PDF level was, 
however, higher than that of bowzP: we detected more than two stained LNs cell bodies 
even though the axonal projections of LNs were still absent. The staining intensity of 
LNs cell bodies was intermediate between control and bowzP (Table 6 and Fig 6. G-H). 
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Table 4. Summary of Screening Result of P-Element Precise Excision 
Lines via PCR, Immunohistochemistry, and Locomotor Activity Test 
PCR a Locomotor Test Immunohistochemistry c 
Genotype n Rhythmic (%) b Larva (h) Adult (h) 
y w ; bow/Px-J + 1 8/9 (88) + (6) + ( 10) 
y w ; bow/Px-3 + 1 7/9 (78) ND + (7) 
y w ; bow/Px-4 + 1 6/9 (67) + (6) + (7) 
y w ; bow/Px-5 m • + 1 ND ND ND 
y w ; bow/Px-6 + 1 7/10 (70) + (6) + (3) 
y w ; bow/Px-7 * + 1 8/ 10 (80) + ( 1 3) + (5) 
y w ; bow/Px-B * + 1 6/8 (75) + (4) + (8) 
y w ;  bow/Px-Jl m * + ND ND ND 
y w ; bow/Px-14 + 4/9 (44) + (8) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-1 7 + 5/7 (7 1) + (4) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-20 + 7/9 (78) + (8) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-21 + 6/9 (67) + (8) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-23 + 6/9 (67) + ( 12) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-27 + ND + (6) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-29 + 8/8 ( 100) + ( 10) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-3o + 5/7 (7 1 ) + ( 10) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-32 + 5/5 ( 100) + (6) ND 
ND, not determined. 
a, Primers corresponding to the bowl genomic DNA flanking PGal4 are used; 
+, PCR fragment of the same size as y w control, indicating the putative precise excision of 
P-element. 
b, Percentage rhythmic under the constant darkness by x-square periodogram analyses: 
p �  10 and w � 2  
C, lmmunohistochemisty with anti-PDF; +, wild-type PDF expression. -, defective PDF expression. 
m, Excision strains showing male-sterility : they are maintained over balancer CyO as stocks. 
For the experiment, only male flies with Cyo+ are chosen. 
1 , Primers, bw/4 and bwl2R, are used, while bw/3 and bwl2R are used in the rest of fly strains. 
•, Excision lines chosen for further studies 
n, Total number of flies showing rhythinicity / Number of flies tested 
h, Number of brain hemispheres 
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Table 5. Summary of Screening Result of Imprecise Excision Lines 
via PCR, Immunohistochemistry, and Locomotor Activity Test 
PCR a Locomotor Test Immunohistochemistry c 
Genotype n Rhythmic (%) b Larva (h) Adult (h) 
y w ; bow/Px-2 _ I  8/10  (80) + (3) + (3) 
y w ; bow/Px-9 4/8 (50) + (2) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-JO • 4/ 19  (2 1 ) - (8)t - ( 12)t 
y w ;  bow/Px-II 9/9 ( 100) + ( 10) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-13 • 7/22 (32) - (IO)t - ( 12)t 
y w ;  bow/Px-i5 m • ND - ( 16)t - (9)t 
y w ; bow/Px-16 6/9 (67) + ( 12) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-IB • B 22/23(96) + ( 10) + ( 1 1 ) 
y w ; bow/Px-22 • B 1 1/ 12 (92) + (8) + ( 14) 
y w ; bow/Px-24 6/7 (86) + ( 14) ND 
y w ; bow/Px-26 ND ND + (8) 
ND, not determined. 
a, Primers corresponding to the bowl genomic DNA flanking PGal4 are used; - ,  no PCR fragment. 
b, Percentage rhythmic under the constant darkness by x-square periodogram analyses: 
p "?:. l Oand w • 2 
C, Immunohistochemisty with anti-PDF; +, wild-type PDF expression. -, defective PDF expression. 
m, Excision strains showing male-sterility : they are maintained over balancer CyO as stocks. 
For the experiment, only male flies with cy0+ are chosen. 
1 , Primers, bwl4 and bwl2R, are used, while bwl3 and bwl2R are used in the rest of fly strains. 
•, Excision lines chosen for further studies 
t, These flies show defective PDF immunoreactivity similar to homozygous bowlP . 
B, PCR fragment whose size is larger than expected (-440bp) ; y w ; bowl Px-Is, 500bp , 
y w ; bowl Px-22 • 800bp 
n, Total number of flies showing rhythmicity / Number of flies tested 
h, Number of brain hemispheres 
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Table 6. PDF-Immunohistochemistry of Homozygous Fertile 
Excision Lines 
Larva Adult 
Genotype LN(n) s - LN (n) l : LN (n) 
y w  4 ± 0 (31) 4 ± 0 (48) 4 ± 0 (48) 
y w ;  bowl P 1.3 ± 0.2 (16) 0.2 ± 0.1 (23) 2. 7 ± 0.2 (23) 
y w ; bowl Px-7 4 ± 0  (13) 4 ± 0 (5) 4 ± 0 (5) 
y w ; bowl Px-B 4 ± 0 (4) 4 ± 0 (8) 4 ± 0 (8) 
y w ; bowl Px-Io 1 ± 0.4 (14) 0.2 ± 0.1 (12) 3.7 ± 0.2 (12) 
y w ; bowl Px-13 2.1 ± 0.4 (10) 0.1 ± 0.1 (12) 3 ± 0.4 (12) 
y w ; bowl Px-Is 4 ± 0 (10) 3.2 ± 0.5 (11) 2.7 ± 0.5 (11) 
y w ; bowl Px-22 4 ± 0 (8) 2.9 ± 0.4 (14) 2.1 ± 0.3 (14) 
Numbers are mean ± SEM 
n, numbers of brain hemispheres 
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Table 7. Locomotor Activity Rhythms of Homozygous Fertile 
Excision Lines 
DD 
Genotype n• n Rhythmic (% )b � (mean ± SD)c 
y w  21  16 (87) 24 ± 0.4 
y w ;  bowl P 53 19 (36) 26.2 ± 1 .0 
y w ; bowl Px-7 25 23 (92) 24 ± 0.1 
y w ; bowl Px-8 20 18 (90) 24 ± 0.1 
y w ; bowl Px-Jo 19 4 (21) 25.6 ± 4.4 
y w ; bowl Px-13 22 7 (32) 23 ± 1 .7 
y w ; bowl Px-18 23 22 (96) 24 ± 0.1 
y w ; bowl Px-22 12 11 (92) 24 ± 0.2 
a Number of flies tested 
b Percentage rhythmic by x -square periodogram analyses : p � l O and w � 2 
c Free -running period (t) :means ± SD resulting from x -square periodogram analyses 
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The homozygous bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-I3 strains· were lines for which PCR 
screening test failed to obtain any PCR fragments, suggesting that these two strains still 
have unexcised transposon left in the original insertion site of PGal4 (Table 5). The 
male-sterile strain, bowzPx-is, also exhibited defective PDF expression both in larval and 
adult brains similar to bowzP. 
In the test of circadian locomotor activity rhythms, the majority of the imprecise 
excision strains with normal PDF expression exhibited more than 65% of rhythmic 
activity. More than 90% of the flies with bowzPx-JB and bowzPx-22 also showed strong 
rhythmicity. In contrast, the . strains, bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-13, exhibited arrhythmic 
locomotor activities, which coincided with their defective PDF expression: only 21  % and 
32% of flies with the bowzPx-io and bowzPx-13 strain, respectively, showed weak 
rhythmicity in the DD cycles, implying that these strains would be new bowzP mutant 
alleles (Table 5 and Table 7). 
The bowf Alleles, bowfx·10 and bowfx·13, Retained Functionally Active pdf Promoter 
in the bowl Insertion Position. 
After determining the phenotype with respect to the locomotor activity behavior 
rhythms and PDF immunoreactivity, we mapped the size of the PGal4 fragments 
remaining in the original insertion site in imprecise excision strains (bowzPx-io, bowzPx-13, 
b lPx-18 d b lPx-22) U . "fi  . -" d dd' . al ow , an ow . smg transgene-spec1 1c pnmers, we peuorme a 1tton 
PCR assays; primers were used corresponding to each fragment of the PGal4 vector (gal4, 
pdf promoter, miniwhite, and the 5 '  and· 3 '  inverse terminal repeat regions) and we 
sequenced the PCR products (Fig 7). In bowzPx-18, a small portion of the inverted 
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Figure 7. Primer Map Used for PCR Screening and the Mapping of PGal4 
Fragment in Excision Strains. 
Px-# indicates an excision strain (e.g. Px-10, the homozygous bowtx-10) .  Different 
combination of primers such as 3F and 2R (3F/2R), or 2 '  and 2R (2 ' /2R) were used to 
identify the size of pdf-gal4 transposon that remained in the insertion position after P­
element excision. The PCR products with ' * '  were further sequenced to determine the 
size of PGal4 fragment that remained after being excised imprecisely. The gray 
rectangular box represents the pdf-gal4 transposon inserted in the bowl regulatory region 
in bowt. Each small box in the gray rectangle represents the fragment of each gene 
constructing the transposon (gal4, gal4 gene (the size: 3.5kb ), pdf, pdf promoter (2.4kb, 
for more information, see Park et al., 2000), mini white, miniwhite gene (3.3kb)). Each 
arrowhead with a letter or number located below or above the transposon indicates 
appropriate primer positions. Blue boxes at the end of the either side of PGal4 denote the 
3 '  and 5 '  inverted terminal repeats. The diagonally striped rectangle represents the bowl 
transcription region, with + 1 indicating the transcription start site. The number 50 
denotes the 50 base pairs difference between primer 2R and SR. X indicates no PCR 
product. • , not determined, implying that part of the PGal4 fragment may still remain. 
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terminal repeats of the 5 '  and 3 '  ends of the P-element remained in the original PGal4 
insertion site, and the area of the gal4-pdf promoter-miniwhite was completely removed 
(Fig 8). Also, there was some deletion in the first intron of the bowl genomic DNA in 
this strain, although the exact size of this deletion was not determined. The 8-bp repeat 
(GTTCGTGG) in front of the fragment of PGal4 also remained in bowzPx-IB as seen in 
bowzP. To confirm the complete excision of gal4-pdf-miniwhite from the genomic DNA 
in bowzPx-18, · a X-gal histochemistry was performed. The homozygous bowzPx-IB strain 
was crossed to the homozygous VAS-lacZ transgenic line (Third chromosome) and the 
progenies in the heterozygous condition were tested for ��gal activity. Out of eight larval 
brains tested, non-specific ectopic Lacz expression was detected in four brain samples, 
but there was no Lacz expression detected in adult brains (Table 8). This indicates that 
the residual gal4 gene niay be translocated into an unidentified genomic area and 
expressed only in larval CNS by an unknown mechanism. In bowzPx-zz, the 16 base pairs 
of the 3 '  end and 294 base pairs of the 5 '  end of the P-element remained in the insertion 
site. This strain also contained the 8 hp-repeats before the residual PGal4, as seen in 
bowzPx-JB (Fig. 8). In the X-gal histrochemistry, there was no Lacz expression observed, 
suggesting the complete loss of gal4-pdf-miniwhite in this strain (Table 8). In bowzPx-13, 
PCR was performed using primers corresponding to the region of the gal4 gene and the 
pdf promoter. When primer g and 1 or 2 were used, PCR fragments were found of the 
same size as those in the bowzP control. However, no PCR product was detected when 
primers downstream of primer 2 were used. We sequenced the amplified PCR fragment 
obtained by using the primers 2 '  (located right before the primer 2) and SR. 
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Figure 8. The Map of pdf-gal4 Transposon Footprinted in Imprecise Excision 
Strains, and the Summary of Phenotypes of Each Line. 
Intact pdf-gal4 transposon ( ~ 10kb) in the bowzP mutant is depicted in the top diagram. 
Each box in the long bar represents each fragment consisting of a P- element. The thin 
lines on · either side of P-element indicate the bowl genomic DNA. Numbers on each 
fragment or in the parenthesis indicates the size (bp) of each component of PGal4 
remained in each excision line. The precise excision lines (bowzPx-7 and bowzPx-B) contain 
no fragment of a P-element, with normal PDF immunoreactivity and the locomotor 
rhythms restored. The imprecise excision lines (bowzPx-JBand bowzPx-22) contain small 
portions of the 3' and 5 '  ends of P-element in the original insertion site, although PDF 
expression and locomotor activity rhythms are normal. Functionally active pdf promoters 
are still left in bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-13, with similarly defective PDF expression pattern 
and abnormal locomotor activity · rhythms as observed in bowzP. AR and Rh indicate 
arrhythmic and rhythmic locomotor activity, respectively. WT and Sub indicate the wild­
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Table 8. Summary of the Result of X-gal Histochemistry Showing 
Presence of Functional pdf-GAL4 Transgene after P-Element Excision 
Genotype Larva Adult 
y w ; bowlP/+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ + (20/20) + (23/23)t 
y w ; bowlPx-101+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ + (10/10) + (8/8)t 
y w ; bowlPx-131+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ + (14/14) + (6/6)t 
y w ; bowlPx-lS/+ ; UAS-lacZI+ + (14/14) + (5/S)t 
y w ; bowlPx-11+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ • - (0/12) - (0/8) 
y w ; bowlPx-91+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ • - (2/6)* - (4/7)* 
y w ; bowlPx-lB/+ ; UAS-lacZI+ • - (4/8)* - (0/6) 
y w ; bowlPx-221+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ • - (0/10) - (0/9) 
y w ; bowlPx-51+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ • - (6/8)* - (0/10) 
y w ; bowlPx-121+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ • - (10/10)* - (0/16) 
y w ; bowlPx-26/+ ; UAS-lacZ/+ • - (10/10)* - (0/14) 
+, Typical pdf-ga/4 driven Lacz expression, indicating the presence of functionally active 
pd/ promoter and ga/4 coding region. 
-, No or non-specific X-gal signal, indicating the absence or the disruption of intact pdf-ga/4. 
*, Unidentified ectopic LacZ expression. 
t, Ectopic Lacz expression in ventral neuron cell bodies and their axons projecting to the ventral 
protocerebrum as well as pd/-driven expression. 
•, Stained for overnight while the rest of it (no ' * '  mark) were stained for 2.5hrs. 
(The number of hemispheres showing specific or non-specific Lacz expression / total number of 
brain hemispheres tested) 
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The result was that 696 base pairs of the the pdf-promoter and 389 base pairs of the 5 '  
inverse terminal region remained, whereas about 1. 7kb of pdf-promoter along with the 
miniwhite gene were excised out completely from the original insertion site. In the X-gal 
histochemistry, normal pdf promoter-driven La,cZ expression led us to the conclusion that 
the gal4 gene was still intact with the functionally active residual pdf promoter. 
Therefore, approximately 4.8kb of the PGal4 fragment seemed to remain in the insertion 
site in bowzPx-13• The results from PCR and the X-gal histochemistry showed that the 
bowzPx-JO strain retained 2. 1kb of the pdf promoter with the functionally intact gal4 
fragment. A fragment of the miniwhite gene of the size of 2.4kb also remained in the 
original insertion site, but it must have been non-functional since the eye color of this 
strain was white. Thus, approximately 1.2kb of the trans gene out of the total 10kb PGal4 
transposon was excised from the insertion site in bowzPx-JO (Fig 8). 
In summary, imprecise excision strains, bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-JJ retained 
a transgene of at least 4.8 kb in size - approximately 4.8kb of P-element in bowzPx-JJ and 
8.8kb of P-element in bowzPx-w_ In both cases, the functional pdf promoter region still 
remained in the original insertion site. As described previously, the behavioral 
arrhythmic phenotype along with the reduced PDF expression was seen in these strains. 
Another type of imprecise excision, seen in bowtx-JB and bowtx-22, retained only the 
inverse terminal repeat ends in the bowl gene. Despite the deletion in the first intron 
region in the bowl gene, the bowzPx-JB strain still developed normally. Normal behavioral 
circadian rhythms and wild-type PDF expression were also observed in bowzPx-JB and 
bowzPx-ii (Fig 8, Table 6 and 7). 
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Bowt Complemented the Loss of bowl Function Alleles. 
We performed hemizygote and trans-heterozygote complementation tests of 
bowzP in order to confirm that the mutation in bowzP was truly due to a change in the 
function of the bowel gene. Generally, there are two types of mutations: a loss-of­
function mutation, which reduces or eliminates gene function, and a rare gain-of-function 
mutation inducing a forced overexpression or misexpression (RfZSrth et al., 1998). In the 
case of bowzP, if the mutation causes a reduced level of bowl gene expression, bowzP 
would fail to complement the other loss-of-function bowl alleles; such trans­
heterozygotes would exhibit similarly or more severely defective locomotor activity 
rhythms and reduced PDF immunoreactivity compared to the homozygous bowzP. On 
the other hand, a gain-of-function mutation can complement phenotypes when 
transzygosed with a deletion of the locus of the gene of interest or a loss-of-function 
allele (Brunner et al. , 1994 ). If this is the case, bowzP would complement other loss of 
function bowl alleles, resulting in improved rhythmic behavior and PDF 
immunoreactivity in the hemi- or trans-heterozygotes. Thus, the failure or success of 
complementarity in this test can elucidate the type of bowel mutation in the homozygous 
bowzP strains. 
The hemizygous bowzP allele strains were constructed by crossing the 
homozygous bowzP or bowzPx•I3 to the Deficiency strain, Df(2L)edl/Cy0, covering a 
deletion of the bowel locus. In our complementation test, over 40% and 70% of flies 
exhibited rhythmicity in bowzP /DJ and bowzP·13 /Df strain, respectively (Table 9). In the 
immunohistochemistry of the adult brain dissected from such hemizygotes, the dorsal 
projections with two to three of the s-LNvs cell bodies stained were detected even though 
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Table 9. Free-running Locomotor Activity Rhythms of 
Hemi- and Trans-heterozygote Strains 
DD 
Genotype n• n Rhythmic(%) b t (mean ± SD)c 
y w  6 5 (83) 24 ± 0.0 
y w ;  bow/PfDf(2L)edl 26 9 (42.3) 23.5 ± 0.7 
y w ;  bow/Px-13fD/(2L)edl 26 20(77) 24.4 ± 0.2 
y w ; bow/P /bow/I 1 1  8 (73) 23.2 ± 0.1 
y w ;  bow/Px-13fbow/1 15 10 (67) 24.5 ± 1 .3 
y w ; bow/P lbow/2 16 9 (60) 24.1 ± 1 .0 
y w ;  bow/Px-13fbow/2 22 9 (41) 22.6 ± 0.5 
y w ; bow/P lbow/KOB617 14 9 (64) 23.7 ± 0.2 
y w ;  bow/Px-I0fbow/KOB617 15 9 (60) 23.9 ± 0.1 
y w ;  bow/Px-11fbow/KOB617 15 13 (87) . 24.4 ± 0.1 
y w ; bow/Pfbow/Px-Io 14 0 (0) NA 
y w ;  bow/Pfbow/Px-13 14 0 (0) NA 
y w ; bow/P /bow/Px-1911 7 1 (14) 23.0 ± 0 
y w ; bow/P lbow/Px-28* 7 1(14) 23.5 ± 0 
y w ; bow/P lbow/Px-JI * 6 0 (0) NA 
a Number of flies tested 
b Percentage rhythmic by x-square periodogram analyses : p � 1 0  and w � 2 
c Free-running period ('t) :means (± SEM) resulting from x-square periodogram analyses 
*, Homozyogous bow/Px- (e.g., bow/Px-19) strains are embryo lethal. 
i ,  Hemizyous strain (bow/Px-19/Df(2L)edl) failed to develop into an adult stage. 
NA, not available due to the arrhythmicity 
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the intensity of the staining in the cell bodies and axons were relatively weaker than the 
wild-type (Table 10 and Fig 9. G-H). In the larval brains, the level of PDF 
immunoreactivity in the hemizygous bowzP strains was comparable to that of the bowzP · 
heterozygotes: axonal projections as well as all four LN s were observed with strong 
intensity (Fig 9. I). The complementarity of these phenotypes was also tested in the 
bowzP allele over bowl null alleles (bowz1 , bowz2 and bowlK08617). The bowl1 mutant is 
caused by non-sense mutation in the coding region, bowl2 is · caused by a missense 
mutation (His284Tyr in the second zinc-finger), and bowlK0861 7 is a transgenic line in 
which a different type of transposon from the transgene in bowzP is inserted in the 12 base 
pairs upstream of the bowl transcript start site (Wang and Coulter, 1996; Spradling et al.; 
1999). These strains are all embryonic lethal. However, the hemizygous bowlK08617 
(bowlK08617  /Df(2L)edl), bowlK08617 /bowz1 and bowlK08617 /bowz2 strains all complemented 
the embryonic lethality and successfully reached the adult stage, while the hemizyogus 
bowz1 , the hemizygous bowz2 and bowz1 /bowl2 strains exhibited embryo lethality. 
The results of the complementation test in trans-heterozygote bowl · lines 
(bowzP lbowz1 , bowzP lbowz2 and bowzP /bowlK08617) were similar to that shown in the 
hemizygous bowzP (Fig 9. J-L; Table 9 and 10): more than 60 % of the flies from each 
line except bowzPx-JJ /bowl2 strain exhibited wild-type rhythmicity with about 24hr-period 
length. In bowzPx-13 /bowz2, 40% of flies showed rhythmicity with a shorter mean free­
running period. In all of the trans-heterozyous strains tested, the number of larval LN s 
and s-LNvs cell bodies immunostained with anti-PDF was well above zero. 
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Figure 9. Hemi- and Trans-Heterozygote bowl Mutant Flies Complement the 
Defective pdf Expression. 
(A-C) Wild-type PDF immunoreactivity in y w control. (D-F) Severely reduced pdf 
expression in s-LNvs of the homozygous bowt mutant. 
(G-1) Flies hemizygous for the bowt allele (bowt /Df(2L)edl). PDF level is greatly 
improved in the s-LNvs such that average of three s-LNvs cell bodies are PDF 
immunostainined. The dorsal projections of s-LNvs are also detected clearly even though 
the staining intensity is low compared to wild-type. In larval LN s somata and axons, PDF 
is detected at the similar level as wild-type. 
(J-L) Trans-heterozygote bowl strain, bowtlbowlxos617. PDF is detected in cell bodies of 
s-LNvs while their dorsal projections are still undetactable as bowt. More than three s­
LNvs cell bodies in adult brains are observed in this line. This improved, but still 
defective, PDF immunoreactivity is also found in other trans-heterozygote lines, 
bowt lbowI1 and bowt lbowI2. All of the trans-heterozygote stain.s, bowt /DJ, 
bowt lbowI1 and bowt lbowI2, showed PDF immunostaining in the somata and axons of 
LN s in the similar level as wild-type. 
A black and a white arrowhead indicate 1-LNvs, and s-LNvs and LNs cell bodies, 
respectively. A big black and a white arrow indicate posterior optic track and dorsal 
projections, respectively. A small white and a black arrow, axonal projection of LNs and 
cell bodies in abdominal ganglion, respectively. Average number of neuronal cell bodies 
for each genotype was tabulated in Table 9. Scale bar = lOOµm in J and L. 
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Table 10. PDF-Immunocytochemistry of Hemi- and Trans-
heterozygote Strains 
Larva Adult 
Genotype LN (n) s - LN (n) I - LN (n) 
y w  4 ± 0 (31) 4 ± 0 (48) 4 ± 0 (48) 
y w ; bow/P lbow/P 1 .3 ± 0.2 (16) 0.2 ± 0.1(23) 2. 7 ± 0.2 (23) 
y w; bow/P /Df(2L)edl 3.9 ± 0.2 (8) 3.4 ± 0.2 (17) 3.8 ± 0.1 (17) 
y w; bow/Px•13/Df(2L)edl 4 ± 0 (18) 2.6 ± 0.3 (9) 3.1 ± 0.2 (9) 
y w; + /Df(2L)edl 4 ± 0 (22) 4 ± 0 (17) 4 ± 0 (17) 
y w ; bow/P /bow/I 3.8 ± 0.1 (12) 2.0 ± 0.6 (5) 4 ± 0 (5) 
y w ; bow/Px-13fbowl1 4 ± 0 (14) 2.1 ± 0.6 (7) 3.3 ± 0.2 (7) 
y w ; bow/P lbow/2 4 ± 0 (10) 2.6 ± 0.5 (1 1) 3. 7 ± 0.1 (1 1) 
y w ;  bow/Px-13fbowl2 4 ± 0 (10) 3.0 ± 0.6 (5) 3.8 ± 0.2 (5) 
y w; bow/P lbow/KOB617 4 ± 0 (6) 3.6 ± 0.2 (5) 3.4 ± 0.2 (5) 
y w; bow/Px-JOfbow/KOB617 4 ± 0 (8) 3.1 ± 0.2 (12) 3.5 ± 0.2 (12) 
y w; bow/Px-13fbow/KOB617 4 ± 0 (10) 3.5 ± 0.2 (6) 3.3 ± 0.3 (6) 
y w ; bow/Pfbow/Px-Jo 0.3 ± 0.2 (12) 0.4 ± 0.3 (9) 3.1 ± 0.2 (9) 
y w ; bow/P lbow/Px-13 2.4 ± 0.4 (9) 0.4 ± 0.3 (7) 2.3 ± 0.6 (7) 
y w ;  bow/Pfbow/Px-19 --:i: 3.9 ± 0.1 (14) 2.2 ± 0.6 (9) 3.3 ± 0.3 (9) 
y w ; bow/P lbow/Px-25 * 2.3 ± 0.5 (8) 0.7 ± 0 (6) 3.0 ± 0.5 (6) 
y w ; bow/P lbow/Px-28 * 2 ± 0.4 (8) 1 ± 0.5 (6) 3.3 ± 0.3 (6) 
y w ;  bow/Pfbow/Px-31 * 1 .2 ± 0.4 (12) 1 ± 0.6 (6) 3.3 ± 0.3 (6) 
Numbers are mean ± SEM 
n, numbers of brain hemispheres 
*, Homozyogous bow/Px• (e.g., bow/Px-19) strains are embryo lethal. 
i ,  Hemizyous strain (bow/Px-19/Df(2L)edl) failed to develop into an adult stage. 
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The only difference between trans-heterozygote stains and the hemizygous strains in the 
pattern of PDF expression was the extremely weak PDF immunoreactivity in dorsal 
projections, which was hardly detected in these trans-heterozygous strains. 
Such improved phenotypes displayed by bowzP hemizygous and trans­
heterozygous strains suggest that bowzP could be a gain-of-function mutation. If this is 
true, it would be conceivable that the bowl gene is ectopically over-expressed in the CNS 
including in the LNs, in which pdf expression is severely suppressed. Thus, the level of 
overexpressed bowl gene products from bowzP allele of the bowl hemi- or trans­
heterozygote strains (e.g. bowzP /Df(2L)edl , bowzP lbowzK0861 7, bowzP lbowl1 and 
bowzP lbowz2) suppresses pdf expression as much as that from the bowzP homozygote did. 
Prior studies of shaggy/glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) have shown that a 
loss of shaggy function leads to embryo lethality, while overexpressed shaggy in tim­
expressing cells shortens the period of circadian behavioral rhythms without causing a 
developmental abnormality (Martinek et al., 2001). A similar result is also demonstrated 
in vrille: the homozygous vri null mutant is lethal, dying late in embryogenesis while 
overexpressed vri in rim-expressing cells abolishes only circadian rhythms, exhibiting a 
long-period or arrhythmic phenotype (Blau and Young, 1999). Both shaggy and vrille 
genes are essential for embryo development: the shaggy gene has a role in wingless 
signaling and vrille a role in the decapentaplegic signaling pathway during development 
(Martinek et al, 2001; Blau and Young, 1999). Similarly, the bowl null allele caused 
embryonic lethality since bowl is essential for the terminal embryogenesis, whereas no 
embryonic lethality was observed in the bowzP mutant (Data not shown) but only 
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arrhythmicity in the free-running period in adult flies. This similar result among shaggy, 
vrille and bowl offers further support for the idea of a gain of bowl function in bowzP. 
Experimental results reporting that bowl mRNA or BOWEL is more abundant in 
bowzP than in the wild-type could provide direct support for a gain of bowl function in 
bowzP. To obtain such results, Northern blot analysis was performed with a bowl cDNA 
probe. A 'zinc-fingerless' DNA sequence from the 3 prime end of the bowl gene was 
used as a probe. A much higher level of bowl RNA in one of bowl RNAs was observed 
in the homozygous bowzP than in the y w control. Also, the level of overexpressed bowl 
RNA increased as time went into the night phase (Data not shown). However, this result 
could not be regenerated due to unknown problems, leaving the idea of a gain of bowl 
function in bowzP as a speculation. 
In order to confirm the existence of bowl RNAs in fly heads of wild-type and 
bowzP mutants, a RT-PCR analysis was performed, using primers corresponding to the 
bowl coding region (Fig 10. A). The bowl gene was expressed in both wild-type and 
mutant fly heads (Fig 10. B). This result suggests that bowl transcripts can be expressed 
in pacemaker cells of a fly CNS. 
Since bowzP carries the pdf-gal4 transgene, p gal-immunohistochemistry was 
performed in the double homozygous strain carrying UAS-lacZ and bowzP (bowzP, UAS­
lac7/bowzP, UAS-lacZ). Because the pdf promoter was used as a driver for LacZ 
expression, a similarly defective pattern of P gal activity was expected as that of PDF 
immunohistochemistry in the bowzP homozyogote. However, the double homozygous 
bowzP, UAS-lacZ strain exhibited strong Lacz expression in the original pdf expressing 
neurons. There was also ectopic expression in neurons that are ventrally located on 
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Figure 10. The bowl Gene is Expressed in the Adult Fly Head in Both Wild-type 
and bowf. 
Flies of wild-type and the homozygous bowlP were entrained at 25°C for at least 3d and 
collected at ZT3, 10, 15, and 22 in the following day of the entrainment (ZT for Zeitgeber 
time, ZT0 is light-on, ZT12 is light-off). Only the fly heads of each genotype were 
subjected for RNA isolation and RT-PCR analysis. 
(A) The map of primer for a RT-PCR. Forward (RTl, demonstrated by a red line) and 
reverse primers (RT2) corresponding to each exon (exon 3 and 4, respectively) were used. 
The expecting size of the PCR fragment from the bowl cDNA was approximately 660bp, 
whereas the size of the bowl genomic DNA was about 1.9kb. 
(B) The gel picture showing amplified PCR fragments from the bowl cDNA template. 
About 0. 1 ug/ul of total RNA from each different time point of eac� genotype was loaded 
on each lane. Arrow on the left side of the gel points out bowl transcripts produced in 
wild-type and bowzP. The PCR fragments were further sequenced and were confirmed as 
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the superior protocerebrum (VNs), and large ventro-lateral neurons located nearby pd/­
expressing LNvs (for the detailed information, see Fig 11 and 12). Since the P-element 
was inserted in the bowl regulatory region, it is speculated that the strong � gal signals, in 
both the original pdf expressing neurons and ectopic VNs and 1-LNvs neurons, could be 
the result of an inappropriately induced bowl promoter. In that sense, the bowl gene 
product can be overexpressed by the induced bowl promoter, resulting in a gain of bowl 
function in bowzP (See Discussion). 
Therefore, the complementarity of PDF expression and locomotor activity 
rhythms in the hemi- and trans-heterozygous bowl strains, the lack of effect on 
embryogenesis, and La,cZ expression in both pdf expressing neurons and ectopic neurons 
support the idea that bowzP could be a gain of bowl function mutation. 
Oscillation of TIM is Disrupted in Pacemaker Cells of bowf in Both LD and DD 
Cycles. 
Abnormal circadian locomotor rhythms of bowzP (or bowzPx-13) flies in DD cycles 
are likely to be caused by extremely low levels of pdf expression in the s-LNvs, indicating 
that the output pathway of the circadian system was disrupted in the bowzP mutant. The 
reduced PDF expression in this mutant CNS may be due to inactivation of transcriptional 
activators of the pdf gene (e.g. dCLOCK and CYCLE). 
Thus, it is important to know whether the central clock operates normally in this 
mutant. To address this question, we performed TIM immunohistochemistry in a third 
instar larval brain in LD and DD cycles. This is because TIM oscillation in the pdf-
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Figure 11. Ectopic Lacz Expression as well as Typical pd/-Driven Expression is 
Found in bowf Mutant Alleles. 
Double homozygous for bowt and UAS-lacZ transgenes were subjected to �GAL -
immunohistochemistry (A-C, F and G-1) and X-gal histochemistry (D-E, and the small 
box in A). The images shown here represent those found in more than 5 brain samples in 
two independent experiments. 
(A-C) The control, BmK; UAS-lacZ double homozygous line. BmRP strain carries the 
same pdf-ga/4 constuct as bowt does in an unidentified genomic DNA, but shows 
normal locomotor activity rhythms and pdf expression. In addition to normal pdf-neurons, 
ventral neurons (VNs, indicated by small arrows with a label v) are also detected in the 
X-gal histochemistry, but not by anti- �GAL. When the double transgenic line carried 
only one copy of UAS-lacZ, there were no VNs found. 
(D-F) bowt;UAS-lacZ. More than 3 cell bodies of both s-LNvs and 1-LNvs, and their 
projections - typical pdf expressing neurons - are immunostained with anti-�GAL in adult · 
CNS. The dorsal projections are, however, subnormal as they show stalled and branched 
axonal projections (indicated by small red arrows). 5 to 7 LNvs cell bodies, whose sizes 
are similar to 1-LNvs, and their axonal projections making POT are ectopically expressed. 
VNs are also detected in flies carrying either single or double UAS-lacZ in the bowt 
background. In the larval brain, there are 5 to 9 LNs (including four of pd/-expressing 
LNs) immunostained. Also, more than 100 glial-like cells are found. 
(G-1) bowtx-13,-UAS-lacZ. NiCl treated �GAL immunohistochemistry. Ectopic neurons as 
well as typical pd/-expressing neurons are detected as bowt; UAS-lacZ. 
(J-K) Diagram of La,cZ expression, depicting positions of the ectopically expressed 
neuronal somata as well as the known PDF-expressing neuronal somata, and their 
projections; color coding for separate cell body clusters and their neurites : black, 1-LNvs 
and their projections; green, s-LNvs and dorsal projections ; red, ectopically expressed 
cell bodies, neurites and their projections. The positions of cell bodies are drawn fo the 
left hemisphere of adult brain while the axonal projections in the right hemisphere. 
C, F, I and K show only one lobe of larval CNS. Black and white arrowheads indicate 
1-LNvs, and s-LNvs and LNs cell bodies, respectively. Red arrow in both adult and larval 
brain indicates the ectopic neuronal somata. POT, posterior optic track. DP, dorsal 






Figure 12. Ectopic Lacz Expression is Developed from the Embryo Stage. 
Whole mount embryos collected from BmK;UAS-lacZ and bowt;UAS-lacZ were 
subjected to embryo X-gal histochemistry. 
(A-C) The pd/-driven La,cZ expression in BmK;UAS-lacZ is observed in the abdominal 
cells and their axonal projections. The cells in the anterior part of embryo, which 
develop into the head in the larval and adult stages, also exhibits � gal activity signals. 
(D-H) Strong La,cZ expression is observed in Cerebrum (indicated by red arrowhead), 
ventral cord (black arrowhead), abdominal ganglion cells and their axonal projections 
(black arrow) in bowt;UAS-lacZ. Unidentified small cells are also stained with X-gal in 
the anterior part of embryo. The image with a low magnification in the image I is the 
ventral view of the same sample. 
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expressing LNs has been shown to be an indicator of normal pacemaker function (Blau 
and Young, 1999; Willliam et al, 2001). 
From the first or second instar larval stage, the larvae of each genotype ( Canton-S 
wild-type, bowl mutant alleles (bowzP and bowzPx-13) and the P-element precise excision 
strain (bowzPx-7)) were entrained at 21°C for three to four days and subjected to the TIM 
immunoreactivity assay at ZTl 1 and ZT22 (Zeitgeber time, where ZT0 is lights-on and 
ZT12 is lights-off in a 12hr: 12hr L:D cycle). 
In the wild-type flies, at ZT22, anti-TIM was detected in four neurons that are 
located ventrally in the center of brain hemisphere and are believed to be the LNs co­
expressing pdf and tim. Anti-TIM signals were also observed in two dorsally located 
cells (LNds) with relatively weak intensities (Fig 13. A-B). Conversely, TIM was not 
detectable in LNs at ZTll, whereas about two LNds were still observed with weak 
intensities. 
No TIM signals were observed in the center of the brain at ZT22 in the bowzP 
mutant, whereas dorsally located cells (LNds) with anti-TIM were still detectable at both 
ZTl 1 and ZT22 (Fig 13. C-D). In another bowl mutant allele, bowzPx-13, similar results 
were found as those of bowzP: no TIM immunoreactivity was found in LNs located in the 
center of the brain hemispheres at ZT22, but equal intensities of TIM immunoreactivity 
in the LNds at both ZTll and ZT22. In some of the bowzPx-13 brain samples tested, TIM 
signal was detected in one LN at ZT22 (Fig 13. E-F). On the other hand, normal TIM 
immunoreactivity was restored in bowzPx-7, the precise P-element excision strain (Fig 13. 
G-H). 
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Figure 13. Severely Reduced TIM Expression is Found in LNs of bowf at 12 hr 
Light : 12 hr Dark Phases. 
TIM immunohistochemistry in the third instar larval brain. Larvae were entrained to LD 
cycles for 3d at 21 °C from the first instar larva stage. Brains of the third instar larvae 
were dissected at ZT 11 or ZT 22 (Zeitgeber time, ZT0 is light-on, ZT12 is light-off). 
(A-B) Wild-type. TIM oscillates in the LNs (orange arrowhead) between ZTl 1 and ZT22: 
no TIM is expressed in LNs at ZTl l while high level of TIM is found at ZT22. 
(C-D) Homozygous bowzP mutant. No TIM is detected in the LNs while the LNds (white 
arrowhead) are still observed at ZT 11 and ZT22. 
(E-F) Homozygous bowzPx-13 allele. Similar, but slightly less defective, TIM 
immunoreactivity is found as bowzP. 
(G-H) Precise excision strain, homozygous bowzPx-7_ TIM oscillation is restored as wild­
type. 
The larval LNs (LNs) are indicated by an orange arrowhead, and the LNds by a white 
arrowhead. Only lobes of a brain are shown here, and the images are representation of 























A TIM immunohistochemistry assay in constant darkness (DD) was further 
performed. Larvae of each genotype were entrained from the first larval instar stage in 
21  °C for three to four days, and the third instar larvae were subjected to TIM 
immunostaining at CTlO and CT23 of the second day of DD (CTO is subjective lights-on 
and CT12 is subjective lights-off in DD). 
As shown in the 12-hour light and dark cycles, both the LNs and LNds in the 
wild-type larval brain were immunostained with anti-TIM at CT23 while TIM 
immunoreactivity was found only in the LNds at CTlO (Fig 14. A-B). In the bowl mutant 
alleles, bowzP and bowzPx•13, no LNs were immunostained with anti-TIM at both CTlO 
and CT23. Weak but intact TIM immunoreactivity in the LNds was still observed at both 
times (Fig 14. C-F). 
TIM immu_nohistochemistry was also performed in the trans-heterozygote strain, 
bowzP lbowz1 at CT23 of the second day of DD. As found in the complementation test of 
PDF expression, TIM inimunoreacitivity in bowz1lbowzP was complemented: three LNs 
were TIM-immunostained even though the staining intensities were weak compared to 
control (Data not shown). The intermediate TIM immunoreactivity in bowl1/bowzP 
suggests that a mutation in bowzP has the same effect on TIM expression as PDF 
expression. 
The low levels of TIM in the LN s indicate that TIM expression in bowzP flies is 
severely defective, and the TIM oscillation was impaired in the pacemaker cells. The 
circadian arrhythmicity in bowzP, therefore, may have resulted from the low expression 
levels of the output pathway gene, pdf, and of one of the 'core clock' genes, timeless in 
the pacemaker cells. 
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Figure 14. Oscillation of TIM is Also Impaired in bowt under DD Condition. 
TIM immunohistochemistry in the third instar larval brain. At temperature 21 °C, larvae 
were entrained to LD cycles for at least 3d and subsequently transferred to constant 
darkness (DD). Brains of the third instar larvae were dissected at CT 10 and CT 23 of the 
second or the third day of DD (CT, Circadian time; subjective light-on is at CT0, 
subjective light-off at CT12 in DD). 
(A-B) Wild-type (Canton-S). TIM oscillates in the LNs (white arrowhead) between CTlO 
and CT23, where no TIM is expressed in CTlO while high level of TIM is found in CT23. 
(C-D) Homozygous bowzP mutant. No TIM is detected in the LNs while the LNds (black 
arrowhead) are still observed at CTlO and CT23. 
(E-F) Homozygous bowzPx-13 allele. Similarly defective TIM immunoreactivity is found 
as bowzP. 
(G-H) Precise excision strain (bowzPx-7)_ TIM oscillation is restored as wild-type. 
Only brain lobes are shown here. The images are typical of those found in more than 5 




Similarly Defective pdf Expression is Found in dClk1r1c, cyc0 and bowf Mutants. 
After discovering the circadian arrhythmicity in bowzP was due to the defective 
expression of both pdf and timeless, we hypothesized that the arrhythmicity originated 
from an alteration in the central clock mechanism. Our next question was what factor(s) 
in bowzP cause the alteration in the molecular clock. One hypothesis we can propose is 
that inactivation of positive transcription factors (e.g. dCLOCK and CYCLE proteins) 
lead to a disruption in the expression of pdf and timeless genes. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that the regulation of pdf transcription is 
controlled by dClock and cycle gene products in the primary pacemaker cells - the larval 
LNs and the s-LNvs which develop into the adult LNs (Park et al., 2000). This was based 
on the experimental evidence that pdf expression in dClocJ!rk (dClJ!rk) and cycle0 (cyc0) 
mutants was defective only in LNs and s-LNvs. Thus, we compared PDF 
immunoreactivity in the larval and adult CNS of dClocJ!rk and cycle0 with that of bowzP. 
X-gal histochemistry was also performed in these mutant backgrounds. In homozygous 
dClk'rk mutant flies, neither PDF nor pdf-driven La,cZ expression was detectable in larval 
LNs and in adult s-LNvs cell bodies (n=30 and 64 scorable larval and adult hemispheres, 
respectively). Anti-PDF staining or pgal activity in the axonal projections of both LNs 
and s-LNvs was also absent. In contrast, expression in 1-LNvs was relatively unaffected, 
even though the pattern of posterior optic track in 1-LNvs was aberrant in some of the 
adult CNS (Data not shown). In the case of cyc0, the degree of defect in pdf expression in 
the larval and adult CNS was much less severe than dClJ!rk and was varied among brain 
samples, as could be expected from previous studies (Park et al., 2000). In the larval 
CNS, 75% of brain hemispheres assayed (n= 24 scorable hemispheres) exhibited all four 
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LNs somata stained either with anti-PDF or 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl /3 -D­
galactoside (X-gal). However, the pattern and the staining intensity of the projections of 
LNs were abnormal and weak compared to wild-type. About 55% of adult brains (n=32) 
exhibited pdf expression in more than two of both small and large lateral neuronal somata. 
Generally, dorsal projections of s-LNvs were not detectable or, at most, very w�ak or 
incomplete in cyc0, while the POT was unaffected. 
Similarly, defective pdf expression in the bowzP mutant was limited to the LNs 
and -s-LNvs as dClock and cycle mutants (Fig3. G-1). However, the effect of the mutation 
on pdf expression was intermediate between dClk1rk and cyc02 with respect to the number 
of cell bodies of both larval LN s and s-LN vs stained, with the greatest defect in pdf 
expression seen in dClJ!rk flies. Interestingly, the bowzP mutation reduced pdf expression 
more universally, in that l-LNvs and abdominal ganglionic neurons also showed reduced 
pdf expression. On the other hand, the number of l- LNvs immunostained with PDF was 
the least in bowzP flies: l- LNvs, 2.7 ± 0.2, 3.4 ± 0.2 and 3.8 ± 0.2 in the sequence of bowzP, 
cyc02 and dClJ!rk (see Table 3 in this paper and Fig 2 in Park et al., 2000). The level of 
PDF immuno-signals in abdominal ganglion neurons of larval CNS was also the lowest 
in bowzP among these mutant backgrounds. 
The dCLOCK and CYCLE proteins are transcription factors that activate target 
genes (e.g. tim, per, and vri) by binding to the bHLH-PAS domain binding site (6-bp E­
box, CACGTG sequence) as a dCLK/CYC heterodimer (Rutila et al., 1998; Blau et al., 
1999; Young and Kay, 2001). Despite the presence of the E-box sequence in the pdf 
promoter, deletion of this sequence does not affect pdf expression, suggesting that pdf is 
activated indirectly by dCLK and CYC (Park et al., 2000). Authors have postulated that 
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there must be another transcription factor that may function as a direct activator or a third 
component which partners ·with dCLK and CYC to form a trimer protein complex for pdf 
transcription (Park et al. , 2000; Park, 2002). Because of the similarly defective pdf 
expression patterns among homozygous dClKr\ cyc02 and bowzP mutants, we postulate 
that a wild-type gene which is mutated in bowzP (possibly, the bowl gene) is the 
additional factor involved in activating pdf expression in normal condition. 
Pd/ -Rescued Flies in bowf Still Showed Severe Locomotor Abnormality With 
Respect To PDF Immunoreactivity. 
Previous studies have suggested that the period and timeless genes are involved in 
regulating the release of PDF from the axonal terminals of the LN dorsal projections, 
perhaps by controlling the excitability of pdf-lateral neurons (Park et al, 2000; Park, 
2002). Since locomotor arrhythmicity was correlated with the low levels of both PDF 
and TIM in bowzP mutants, we constructed single pdf-rescued lines with the bowzP 
background, and tested if these strains showed normal rhythmicity. - If rescued PDF 
expression restores normal locomotor activity under the condition of a low level of TIM, 
this would disprove the idea that TIM controls rhythmic release of PDF. On the other 
hand, failure to completely rescue circadian locomotor activity in these pdf-rescued 
strains would support a role for tim as a regulator of PDF. 
The pdf-rescued strains (bowzP, UAS-pd/lbowzP, UAS-pdf,bowzP lbowzP, 
bowzP, UAS-pdf lbowzPx-13 and bowzP, UAS-pdf lbowtx-13) were constructed via a genetic 
recombination. The double homozygous transgenic strains (bowzP, UAS-pdf and bowzP, 
VAS-pd/), which were generated with the help of Dr. Jae Park, were further crossed to 
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both homozygous bowzP and bowzPx•13, and their progeny were subjected to experiments. 
Since all of the pdf-expressing neurons were fully developed into the adult stage arid pdf­
gal4 present in bowzP was functionally active as shown by X-gal histochemistry (Fig 1 1 ), 
the PDF protein in the pdf expressing cells should be produced in the above double 
transgenic strains. To confirm the restoration of PDF expression, PDF 
immunohistochemistry was performed. Overall, improved PDF immunoreactivity was 
observed in all brain samples of each genotype: more than two s-LNvs cell bodies were 
detected (Table 1 1 ). However, the - dorsal projections of the s-LNvs were not found in 
every tested brain because of a weak signal. In the locomotor activity assay, it was found 
that about 40% of the flies exhibited rhythmicity. When the period of the circadian 
rhythms was · further analyzed, only about 20% of the pdf-rescued flies · were found to 
exhibit normal rhythmicity with periods ranging from 23.0 to 24.5 hours (Table 12). 
Because there was a high chance that - the low percentage of rhythmicity in pdf-rescued 
flies was due to a failure to rescue pdf expression, especially, in the s-LNvs, both the · 
locomotor activity test and PDF immunohistochemistry were performed in the same flies. 
Each of the rhythmic and arrhythmic flies was selected separately, and the PDF 
immunohistochemistry assay was performed immediately afterwards. 
As shown in Figure 1 5, dorsal projections with ' more than two of the stained 
s-LNvs cell bodies were observed in both rhythmic and arrhythmic flies. Ectopic 
projections were also found in flies with both phenotypes. As described previously, the 
ectopic Lacz expression as well as pdf-driven expression was detected in the bowzP 
alleles. Thus, we believe that the additional projections stained with anti-PDF are of 
ectopic neurons. 
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Table 1 1. PDF Immunocytochemistry after Rescue of PDF Expression 
Larva Adult 
Genotype LN (n) s - LN (n) I - LN (n) 
y w  4 ± 0 (31) 4 ± 0 (48) 4 ± 0 (48) 
y w ;  bow/ P * 1.3 ± 0.2 (16) 0.2 ± 0.1 (23) 2. 7 ± 0.2 (23) 
y w ;  bow/P, UAS-pdfA/bow/P 2.8 ± 0.6 (9) 2.0 ± 0.8 (8) 3.5 ± 0.3 (8) 
y w ; bow/P, UAS-pdjB/bow/P 2.8 ± 0.5 (8) 2.2 ± 0.9 (5) 3.8 ± 0.2 (5) 
y w ;  bow/P,UAS-pdfA/bow/Px-13 3.1 ± 0.3 (12) 4.0 ± 0.8 (7) 3.7 ± 0.2 (7) 
y w ; bow/P, UAS-pdJBI bow/Px-13 3.3 ± 0.6 (8) 4.3 ± 0.8 (12) 3.5 ± 0.2 (12) 
• bowl P contains the pdf-gal4 transposon inserted into the bowel regulatory region. 
Some of brain samples of pdf-rescued flies showed more than 4 s - LNs cell bodies stained, some of 
which has smaller size of cell bodies than that of the original pd/- expressing s - LNs . 
Averages of PDF-immunoreactive cell counts ± SEM. 
(n), numbers of brain hemispheres 
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Table 12. Free-running Locomotor Activity Rhythms of pdf - or 
Both of pdf - and tim - Rescued Flies 
DD 
Genotype n a  tnAH Rh (%, 't) :024 Rh (% h, 't C) 
y w  21 16 (87, 24 ± 0.4) 
bow/P lbow/P 53 19 (36, 26.2 ± 1.0) 7 (13, 23. 7 ± 0.2) 
bow/P , UAS-pdfA /bow/P 20 8 ( 40, 23.6 ± 0.5) 5 (25, 23.5 ± 0.3) 
bow/P, UAS-pdJB /bow/P 27 4 (15, 26.4 ± 3.3) 2 ( 7, 24.3 ± 0.3) 
bow/P, UAS-pdfA I bow/Px-13 38 16 ( 42, 24.0 ± 0.9) 7 (18, 23.4 ± 0.2) 
bow/P, UAS-pdJB I bow/Px-13 36 17 (47, 25.8 ± 1 .3) 7 (19, 23.2 ± 0.2) 
bow/P lbow/P; UAS-timl+ 30 9 (30, 28.3 ± 1.8) 2 ( 6, 23.8 ± 0.3) 
bowl", UAS-pdff/11owl" ;UAS-timl+ 64 42 (66, 23.5 ± 0.4) 27 (42, 23.4 ± 0.1) 
a Number of flies tested 
b Percentage rhythmic by x-square periodogram analyses : p � l O and w � 2 
c Free-running period (t) :means (± SEM) resulting from x-square periodogram analyses 
t All flies showing any kind of rhythmicity 
t Number of flies showing rhythmicity with 23.0-24.5 length of period 
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Figure 15. Both Arrhythmic and Rhythmic Flies Exhibited Similar PDF 
Immunostaining. 
The pdf-rescued flies were entrained at least for 3 LD cycles, and subsequently 
transferred to constant darkness for 7d. After the analysis of locomotor activity, rhythmic 
and arrhythmic flies were selected separately, and the flies with each phenotype in each 
genotype were dissected immediately for PDF immunohistochemistry. 
(A-B) Rhythmic pdf-rescued strain, bowzP, UAS-pd/1 bowzP. (n=2) Dorsal projections 
(black arrow) as well as the undefined axonal projection (green arrowhead) are weakly 
stained. 
(C-D) Arrhythmic pdf-rescued line, bowzP, UAS-pd/lbowzP. (n=8) (E-F) Arrhythmic pdf­
rescued strain, bowzP, UAS-pd/lbowzPx-13_ (n=9) Similar pattern of PDF immunoreactivity 
is observed in arrhythmic flies of both genotypes as shown in pdf-rescued rhythmic flies. 
More than two s-LNvs cell bodies (black arrowhead) are immunostained with PDF in 
both arrhythmic flies. White and black arrowheads indicate 1-LNvs and s-LNvs cell bodies, 
respectively. POT, posterior optic track. n, number of brain hemispheres. Scale bar = 
50µm in B ,  D and F. 
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However, the ectopic PDF expression did not seem to be the cause of the low level of 
rhythmicity since it was clearly seen in some of the rhythmic pdf-rescued flies. 
As mentioned briefly above, Park et al. (2000) reported that nerve terminals of the 
dorsal projection exhibited circadian rhythms in the intensity of anti-PDH-mediated 
staining. The cycling of PDF expression in the nerve terminals was disrupted in both 
tim0and per° mutants in such a way that constitutively high or intermediate PDF 
expression was observed in the nerve terminal of dorsal projection in tim01 and per°1, 
respectively (Park et al., 2000). 
Based on these data, it has been postulated that the timeless and period genes 
post-translationally regulates pdf expression -- possibly by regulating the release of PDF 
neuropeptide from the axonal terminal neurites of s-LNvs, Since TIM expression was 
defected in the pdf - rescued bowzP flies, we hypothesized that the failure to restore 
locomotor activity in spite of rescuing pdf expression could be due to the low level of 
TIM in the primary pacemaker cells of bowzP flies. To confirm this hypothesis, a pdf­
and tim-double rescued strain was constructed. As expected, improved locomotor 
activity rhythms were observed in this double rescued line: 66% exhibited any 
rhythmicity, and 42% of flies demonstrated wild-type rhythmicity with periods that 
ranged from 23.0 to 24.5 hr. In the case of single tim-rescued strain, flies exhibited more 
severely impaired locomotor activity rhythms than pdf-rescued lines (Table 12). 
Although many factors need to be considered to conclude that timeless regulates 
the release of PDF neuropeptide into the synaptic cleft, the improved locomotor activity 
in the pdf- and tim-double rescued strain compared to the single pdf- or the single tim­
rescued strain certainly supports the idea that timeless regulates the rhythmic release of 
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
In this study, we characterized a novel rhythm mutation bowzP, which was 
induced by a P-element insertion to the regulatory region of the bowl gene. Behaviorally, 
the bowzP mutant flies exhibited arrhythmic circadian locomotor activity and arrhythmic 
eclosion. On the molecular level, the arrhythmicity was observed in the levels of PDF 
and TIM in the primary pacemaker cells, the small ventro-lateral neurons. 
Based on the normal _ locomotor activity rhythms and immunoreactivity of PDF 
and TIM seen in the precise P-element excision (bowzPx-7 and bowzPx-s) strains, the P­
element insertion into the bowl gene is likely be the cause of the abnormal phenotypes in 
bowzP. 
Although we could not identify exactly the name of the gene mutated and the type 
of mutation in bowzP, the bowzP mutant flies certainly exhibited changes in their circadian 
rhythms and in clock-related genes (e.g. pdf and tim), suggesting that the disrupted gene 
in the bowzP allele is a novel clock element. Based on finding of the simultaneous defects 
in tim and pdf expression in bowzP, we postulate that the mutated gene in bowzP acts as a 
regulator for pdf and tim transcription. The finding of a similarly defective pattern of pdf 
transcription among dClk'rk, cyc0 and bowzP also suggests that the wild-type product of 
the mutated gene (possibly the bowl gene) regulates pdf and tim in parallel with the level 
of dClock and cycle. Thus, it is possible that the wild-type BOWL protein may partner 
with dCLK and CYC to make a trimer complex (e.g. the dCLK/CYC/BOWL complex), 
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and bind to the unidentified trimer binding site of DNA · target sequence in normal 
condition (Fig 16. A). 
The bowzP allele may be a gain of bowl function mutation because of the 
following results -- first, complementation of phenotypes in the bowzP over bowl null 
mutants (bowzP lbowz1 and bowzP lbowz2); second, no developmental abnormality in bowzP 
alleles in contrast to the embryonic lethality shown in the bowl null mutants; finally, 
highly induced pdf-driven and ectopic gal4 expression in contrast to the low PDF 
expression in bowzP mutant. Based on our speculation that the bowzP allele is a gain of 
bowl function mutation, several possible mechanisms explaining the low protein levels of 
PDF and TIM are as followed: overabundant BOWL proteins ( or bowl gene products) 
inactivate the transcriptional activity of dCLOCK and CYCLE proteins by either 
sequestering dCLOCK or CYCLE and thus interfering with their protein interaction 
between dCLK and CYC, or by masking the DNA target sequence on dCLK/CYC­
activated genes with overabundant bowl gene product (Fig 16. B). 
Wild-type BOWL May Act As Unidentified Positive Regulator Partnering with 
dCLK and CYC for Transcription of Only the pd/ Gene. 
It is still debatable as to whether wild-type BOWL is required for tim transcription 
·as well as pdf transcription. TIM expression in bowzP flies was different from that in 
dClock and cycle null mutants: the LNds cells in larval brains continued to express TIM 
in bowzP, whereas there were extremely low levels of TIM protein in the heads of dClock 
and cycle null mutant flies (Allada et al., 1998; Rutila et al., 1 998). Moreover, the 
underlying mechanism for timeless and period transcription was sufficient with previous 
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Figure 16. Hypothetical Model for the bowl Functions in the Regulation of 
Molecular Clock. 
(A) Normal condition. Model depicting BOWL as another positive regulator partnering 
with dCLK and CYC and forming a trimer to regulate the pdf expression. BOWL may 
also be involved in up-regulating timeless as a component of trimer complex, which is 
indicated with a question mark in a parenthesis beside the word timeless. 
(B) The bowl mutation condition. Overexpressed BOWL acts as a negative regulator by 
sequestering clock proteins (e.g. dCLK or CYC). Thereby preventing them from forming 
a functional heterodimer. Also, it can mask the dCLK/CYC heterodimer binding site, 
which impairs the pdf and timeless transcription (represented by a red X). 
B, BOWEL protein. C1, dCLOCK protein. C, CYCLE protein. white circle, unidentified 
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findings that the direct binding of dCLK/CYC heterodimer transcription complex binds 
to the E-box in the regulatory region of per and tim (Allada et al., 1998; Bae etal, 1998; 
Darlington et al, 1998; Hao et al, 1999). As mentioned above, based on the suggestion 
that the bowzP allele is a gain-of function mutant, we postulate that overexpressed BOWL 
proteins unbalance the stochiometry among the dCLOCK, CYCLE and BOWL proteins, 
which results in an unexpected mis-interaction among these proteins in bowzP. This mis­
interaction may eventually cause an inactivation of dCLOCK and CYCLE, producing 
low levels of TIM in pacemaker cells (Fig 16. B). 
Functionally Active pdf Promoter of PGal4, or Size of PGal4 Seems to Induce the 
Overexpression of the bowel Gene. 
Based on the data described above, we found important dissimilarities between 
two different types of imprecise excision strains, bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-13, and bowzPx-JB 
and bowzPx•22• The imprecise excision strains (bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-13) that retained the 
functionally active residual pdf promoter region in the bowl regulatory site exhibited a 
similar level of circadian arrhythmicity and low PDF immunoreactivity as bowzP did. 
Strong P-gal activity signals were also observed in not only pdf expressing neurons but 
also other pdf-free neurons in bowzPx-JO and bowzPx-13• In contrast, the other type of 
imprecise excision lines (bowzPx-JB and bowzPx•22), which carried only the inverse terminal 
region of the P-element, restored strong rhythmicity and wild-type pdf expression (Table 
6 and 7; Fig 8 and Fig 11). 
From these findings, we hypothesize two possible mechanisms to explain the 
overexpression of bowl in bowzP. First, the pdf promoter of PGal4 inserted in the bowl 
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regulatory region can induce the normal level of bowl enhancer activity to a higher level, 
causing overexpression of the bowel gene. The overabundant bowl gene product in tum 
disrupts pdf transcription and causes low levels of pdf transcript, leading to an 
abnormality in the circadian rhythms. However, the induced bowl promoter, in 
combination with the pdf promoter in the tranposon, activates the gal4 gene in the P­
element to express Lacz in some putative bowl-expressing cells as well as known pdf 
expressing cells. Following this line of reasoning, it seems that there is a reciprocal 
induction of bowl and pdf promoters by each other, since the activity of the bowl 
promoter must be due to the functionally active pdf promotor (Fig 17. A). Alternatively, 
the disruption of bowl gene activity may depend on the size of fragment remaining in the 
bowl gene. The physical distance created by P-element could prevent some component 
of the bowl transcriptional unit, especially a transcription factor modulator, from binding 
to the bowl promoter to induce the bowl promotor activity (Fig 17. B). 
TIM Regulates PDF Neuropeptide Release from the Axon Terminal. 
The rescued pdf expression in pacemaker cells was not sufficient to rescue normal 
rhythmic locomoter activity. However, the double rescued flies carrying both pdf and tim 
cDNA exhibited improved locomoter activity although the restoration of activity rhythms 
was not complete. This result supports the idea that TIM controls the rhythmic release of 
PDF as a post-translational regulator. 
Since it has been proposed that overabundant BOWL causes low levels of TIM 
expression by impairing the binding activity of the transcription factors, CLOCK and 
CYCLE, period expression is also likely to be disrupted in homozygous bowzP. It has 
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Figure 17. Mutational Effect of bowf May be Due to the pdf Promoter in P-element 
or the Size of P-element. 
(A) Model depicting the influence of the pdf promoter on the bowl enhancer (indicated by 
thick green arrow) to overexpress bowl gene (red stars with letter B), which eventually 
disrupts pdf transcription (indicated by red X). On the other hand, the induced bowl 
promoter (red arrow) activates gal4 to produce LacZ expression in the flies carrying both 
pdf-gal4 and UAS-lacZ trangene. The green arrow into the pdf promoter from the bowl 
enhancer represents an activation of the pdf promoter by the bowl enhancer. Black and 
white rectangles represent endogenous bowl and pdf regulatory region, respectively. +l, 
the transcription start site. 
(B) Model depicting the influence of the size of - P-element on the bowl promoter 
(indicated by a grey box or a box composed of light-blue and white). A P-element larger 
than 4.8kb may impair the activity of a transcriptional unit for normal level of bowl 
expression, by, for example, disrupting the binding of transcriptional modulator (i.e. , 
repressor) to a transcriptional unit. This may eventually cause the overexpression of bowl. 
However, when the size of the PGal4 insert is smaller than ~3 lObp, it may not affect 
normal bowl transcription. Basic transcriptional unit including RNA polymerase is 
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been suggested that the post-translational regulation of pdf is not only controlled by 
timeless but also by period. Therefore, the incomplete restoration of locomotor activity 
rhythms in the doubly rescued strain could be due to the un-rescued PER expression. 
The Mechanism for Arrhythmic Circadian Behavior in bowf is Due to the 
Impairment in Both the Core Clock and Output Pathway. 
We have suggested that the abnormal circadian phenotype originates from an 
alteration in the molecular clock (e.g. the inactivation of the dCLOCK and CYCLE 
proteins). This impairment in protein activity should result in circadian arrhythmicity of 
seve_ral different pathways, which has been demonstrated as in bowzP mutant flies. First, 
it impaires the basic 'clock' regulatory loop in the circadian system and directly 
abolished the central mechanism driving circadian behavior: TIM expression was 
severely reduced in the primary pacemaker cells, LNs, of bowzP. 
Second, the output pathway of the circadian system from the pacemaker neurons 
to the downstream neurons is severed: the low level of PDF in the primary pacemaker 
cells, small ventro-lateral neurons, failed to transmit the neurochemical signals carrying 
circadian timing information to downstream neurons in bowzP (Fig 18). 
This research has also demonstrated that the rescue of PDF expression in the 
absence of the correct upstream regulatory mechanism was not sufficient to rescue 
normal circadian rhythmicity, indicating the importance of regulatory factors for 
controlling the rhythmic release of PDF to post-synaptic neurons. The mechanism 
controlling the release of neurotransmitter in a correct rhythmic pattern must be another 
necessary factor to- drive normal circadian rhythms. 
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Figure 18. Arrhythmicity in bowt is Due to the Impairment in Both the Core Clock 
and Output Pathway. 
(A) Current schematic model depicting the regulation of transcripts of dCLK/CYC­
mediated genes, timeless, period and pdf. The direct binding of dCLOCK (CLK) and 
CYCLE (CYC) (blue and yellow circle, respectively) to E-box of tim and per promoters 
produces TIM and PER (black and gray square, respectively), and then TIM/PER protein 
complex inhibits their own activators (lines ending in thick bar). The dCLK/CYC 
heterodimer also activates pdf transcription indirectly (indicated by the black arrow) to 
produce the neuropeptide, PDF, engaged in the locomotor activity behavior rhythms. 
PDF (small green filled-circles in green empty circle) sends the output signal to the next 
downstream neurons to drive the circadian behavior ( dark brown arrows). Dotted arrows 
indicate the time delay for making PER/fIM heterodimer complex. 
(B) Schematic Model of Oscillator In the Small LNv Pacemaker Neurons Of the bowlP 
Clock Mutant 
The inactivation of dCLK and CYC proteins by a mutated gene product (indicated by red 
star) disrupts the dCLK/CYC-mediated transcription of genes (e.g. tim, per and pd/). In 
this figure, disruption of clock gene transcripts is depicted as the result of masking the 
protein target sequence by overabundant bowl gene product (red star with a letter B). It 
impairs the molecular oscillation of clock genes (indicated by red Xs). The low level of 
PDF in pacemaker cells is also unable to send the output signal to the next downstream 
neurons (represented by the empty green circles and the lines ending in circle), which 
eventually causes the arrhythmia in the circadian locomotor behavior. 
Arrows indicate positive regulation and lines ending in bars denote negative regulation. 
Dotted gray and black lines indicate per and tim mRNA, respectively. Green empty circle 
denotes the vesicle carrying neuropeptides. P, phosphorylation of protein. 
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A. Current Schematic Model of Drosophila Oscillator 
in Pacemaker Neurons. 
Circadian Output 
: Locomotor Rhythm 
B. Schematic Model of Osci l lator In  the Small LNv Pacemaker 




Therefore, the arrhythmic locomotor activity in bowzP resulted not only from the 
impairment in the core clock but also in the output pathway of the circadian system. 
Unanswered Questions and Future Direction 
As we stated above, we still could not confirm what gene(s) influenced on the 
arrhythmic locomotor activity. Therefore, researchers who continue to work on this 
study can perform the following outlined experiments. ( 1 )  The Northern blot analysis 
with bowl probe. If the overexpressed level of bowl RNA in bowzP is confirmed, it 
will strongly support that bowzP is a gain of bowl function mutation and following 
arguments. (2) Determine PDF and TIM expression in the absence of BOWL protein. 
Similarly defective PDF and TIM expression in the absence of BOWL protein will prove 
that bowl regulates . the expression of pdf and tim. Researchers may try to rescue the 
embryo lethality of loss of bowl function alleles by making a heat shock promoter fused 
bowl cDNA transgenic strain and inducing bowl under the control of a heat shock 
promoter. If there is an immunoreactivtity defect in both PDF and TIM expression in the 
presence of reduced BOWL protein level, we can certainly conclude that BOWL is an 
additional transcriptional activator for pdf and tim expression. (3) The possibility of 
multiple protein complexes among dCLK, CYC, BOWL and other unknown transcription 
factors may also be studied by biochemical assays such as an immunoprecipitation test, 
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